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ABSTRACT

The

A,U

reorientational and vibrational broadening of the 992 cm]1

Raman

ljne of

benzene has been

investigated through linewidth

analysis, in pure liquìd benzene and in benzene-carbon tetrachloride
'liquid mixtures, over a range of temperatures. The results have been
interpreted in terms of the molecular dynamics of the liquids studied.

It js concluded that tumbjing motions of the benzene molecule
are well described by a rotational diffusion model 'in the neat liquid,

but appear to approach free rotor behaviour in the mjxtures. Also,
evidence has been found

to

suggest

that an unusual, vibration-to-

vibratìon energy transfer occurring during CnHn-CsHe collisions,
vibrational relaxation in pure 'liquid benzene.
Linewjdth analysís techniques that were deveìoped

of this work, are discussed.

dominates

in the course
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CHAPTER I
i NTRODUCT ION

or scattering of radiation

Experiments involving absorption

can

contribute many insights to the study of molecular motion in fluids,

particularly in regard to intermolecular forces and the
molecular

collisions.

The

traditional sources of information

molecular forces, such as v'iscosity and

insensitive to the angu'lar

dynamics of

dependence

virial coefficients,

about

are largely

or "shape" of these forces.

contrast, certain spectroscopic effects occur

because

In

of, or are

modified by, the presence

of

spectroscopic methods are

of value in ìnvestigat'ing the nonspherical

shape

intermolecular torques. For this reason,

of intermolecular forces.

infrared,

Among

these methods rank microwave,

and magnetic resonance absorption;

also, Rayle'igh,

Raman, and

fIuorescent I ight scattering.
Scattering experìments enjoy a pecul iar advantage over absorpt'ion
experiments probing comparable molecular energy

radiation of a definite polarisation
preserve some

electrìc

the scattered radÍation

polarisat'ion, the spectral profile
mode

will

incìdent

used, the scattering process

of the directional informat'ion

field. if

polarisation

is

levels. If

encoded

is

may

in the incident

analyzed according to

generally depend on the

selected. Extra information about molecular

interactions can be gleaned from this polarisation dependence. That

thjs should be so,

can be made

intuitjvely pìausible.

cons'ider a scattering molecule which, from the poÍnt

One m'ight

of view of incident

in the absence of perturbat'ion by
ne'ighbouring moìecules. (In the case of Ranan scattering, for instance,
the requìred symmetry consists in a spherical polarisabilìty tensor.)

radiation, has spherica'l

symmetry

One

of

might further suppose, that any environmental perturbation

the

scattering molecule ta[<es the form of intermolecular forces of spherical

shape.

If the experimental geometry has been arranged so that the

polarìsation vectoir of the íncident radiatjon

js

normal

to

the

scattering plane, then, by an elementary syrnmetry argument, the
scattering process cannot be expected to change the direction of the

is actual'ly observed, must
therefore be a manifestat'ion of asphericity, either in the structure
of the molecule or in the forces coupling it to its environment.
polarisation vector. Any such change which

Thus, when scattering molecules are selected, which are known

to

possess

certain

symmetry elements, a

between

the depoìarisation of the scattered radiation and the angu'lar

dependence
lnlhen

clear connection can sometimes be drawn

of the intermolecular forces.
appìied to the analysis of

Raman

vibrational lines of certain

symmetry species,

the poìarìsation

is a particularly

convenient happenstance.

assumptions are granted,

it

al lows

dependence

of the scattering

spectrum

If a few plausible

of a t'idy separat'ion of rotational

line-broadening from that induced by other mechanisms (especially

vibrational relaxation). This feature

will

be exploited

in the course

of our invest'igatÍons.
In the present work, we shall exam'ine the rotatjonal
-t
of the 992 cn.
0,,

Raman

vibrational lìne in l'iquìd

broadening

benzene, both

in solution with CCln. An explicit description
of the angular dependence of intermolecular forces is beyond the scope
of this work, and, indeed, beyond the present state of the art. l^le
as a neat fiquìd and

shall, however, use lineshape

parameters

constants, which may be interpreted

to derive rotat'ional diffusion

in terms of the degree to which,

and the manner

in whìch, molecular reorientation is hindered by

interactìons with neighbouring molecules. Such hindrance would not

exist if the couplìng forces were sphericai; the diffusìon

constants

are thus related to the nonsphericaì shape of the forces.

The

temperature and concentration dependence

of the diffusion

constants

further illuminate the kinematic nature of molecular reorientation,
and thence the dynamics governing 'it.

may

In addition to the study of molecular reorientat'ion,
to

exam'ine

the temperature and concentrat'ion

relaxation tjme for the

Raman

dependence

we undertake

of vibratìonal

line in question, aga'in by anaìyzing

ììneshapes. Insofar as vibrational relaxation occurs as a result of
molecular collisions, these times are indicative

collisìons",
dynam'ics

and are source

of the fluid

between

of further information about the molecular

under study.

0n1y recent'lyt have Raman and

regarded as a problem involving,
dependence

of the "time

infrared ìineshapes

come

to

be

or conversely as a clue to, the time

of molecular variables in a statistìcal ensemble. The

formalism which relates lineshapes

to molecular motion, is a time

of the molecular variables. The use of correlation
function expressions in anaìyzìng iineshape data for l'iquids has now
ga'ined wide acceptance, as it has, indeed, in describìng a wide range
of disparate phys'icaì phenomena, part'icula11y transport p.o..rr"r."
comelatìon function
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CHAPTER 2
THIORY

In the followìng discussion, a quantum mechanical description
of

Raman

light scattering

vri11 be formulated. 0nce the genera'l

connectíon between the spectral

profile

and

the time

dependence of

molecular dynamic variables has been established, a framework will
be constructed, within wh'ich lìneshape parameters may be interpreted

in terms of the motion of individual molecules.
I. Quantum Mechanical Description of L'iqht Scatterinq:
l
Fol l owi ng Gordon , v,/ê beg'in wi th the poi ari sabi l 'ity f ormu l a
developed by PlaczekZ for non-resonant Raman scattering. These authors
g'ive the cross section (probab'i1ity per unit sol id angle ft, per unit
anguìar frequency Ð, that an incident photon

will

be scattered into

o1¿r,l) as

Å".' = t¿ft)('¡ter)3

dná,¡ c*

Li+

Here, u = Þ(t)- tttt,

r

$

Èt'la-à'"'l+)l"RE("*..-")

where t¡(1)and

(2.1

)

*t%r. the angu'lar frequencies of

the 'incident and scattered photons, respectìvely; êtt'und â(t) u..

unit vectors along the directions of the electric vectors of
incident and scattered photons, respectively;

lL)

an¿

lS)

the

rungu over the

(many-particle) eigenfunctions of the scattering system, and

have

t*; u*ris the Bohr frequency (fO-E,)/h; pr
'is the probabiìity of finding the scattering system jnitially in state
,å
l r); d. is the polarisability tensor of the scattering system, eva'luated

energy eigenvaìues E.. and

in the lab frame.
(ttOf f

:

Equat'ion

ìn References l.

(2..l) differs by the factor
and

2.,

r,op*(Ðf"om the form given

because these authors measure

radiation fluxes

in

ternrs

of energy, rather than number of

photons.)

Th'is fornrula represents the conventional Schrödìnger picture of
Raman

spectroscopy,

in that it focuses attention on the energy'leve1s,

rather than the time development, of the system.

It

has

l'ittle

for, since there is no classìcal analogue of a
sìng1e quantum state, it does not allour any classical correspondence
ìnterpretive value,

to be exploited.

The Heisenberg

picture, on the other hand,

leads

naturally to the expression of a spectrum as the Fourier transform of
a time correlation function, and yields the classical result jn the
appropriate I imit.

In order to

proceed from

(2.1) to the corresponding

Heisenberg

form, one'introduces the Fourier representation of the Dirac 5 function:
E(,¡)

ffi = #
=

= (eri'I**a exg(iut)

n(rlt

Ç

ïî# Ii

uxp

ra.È"'[çX+l

Gi"t)

F

whence

r

à'ra.r"'ti)lþ

tSttâ"i^c.¿G')

"n'-t+Ë-{-

ux¡(it*t/i)l+)

x(+l(ð(') A.ä't)

"*eGiE

tiÐlù ,

in the 'last step, the multipliers exp(iE+t/h) and exp(-iELt/fi)
have been taken inside the scalar products, and the linearity of

where,

^f{l
the operator ltt]ä.ètt)
hu, been used. This result

may be re-expressed

by'introducing the Hamiltonian H of the matter (excludíng the interaction

of the radiation

and

w'ith eigenvalues

t.

matter). Since lL) and l$) are e'igenstates of

and En

,

one may rvrite 3

H

exp(i trt/t )

lf>
exp(-iEit/h)li>

exp(iEçr/h)

#

=

dSIi,

uxp

(-'i Ht/h

[t)
)I

i>

and

ex¡Gi,t)Ç t,(il(â"1a.â'"')
* (çl(tt'l

One may

remove

exp(iut/ç,)l$)

A . Lo') ex¡

Ciftt/t)l i)

the

sum over

final

r

states:

x fluop(i Ht/r,XÈ('ì a.È('))
The second square bracket

as the time
may be

fírst

.

invoke the comp'leteness relation

Lf l+>(çl to

whence

,

-

dependent

within the scalar product

u*¡(-,Ht/t)1tù
4

may be recognized

operator âttlä.ê*, evaluated at time

t,

and

wrìtten u, âttJä(t).ôttt, since êt"and ôtt)ur. constant in time.

The

square bracket may'likewise be recognized as the same operator

at time 0,

and

written u. ê.ttJä(o)'ÈtÐ.

# = {# þ

Thus,

ux¡Gi"t)F*<,r ¡êo}a{o)"È*l[â'14(r)' Ê"']lt>.

The vreighted sum over expectatìon values corresponding

init'ial states,
denote by (

to the various

constitutes a quantum stat'istical average, which

we

If the average ( I ìs interpreted as a classical
one recovers

the classical descriptìon5of

Raman

ensemble average,

scattering,

as

the

Fourier transform of a tinle correlation function.

II.

of Polarisabilìty to that of Sinqle Molecule:
In (2.2), the polarisability tensor ä pertains to a whole group
of interacting molecules exposed to the incident rad'iation, and
consists, we assume, in the sum of the polarisab'ilit'ies of the indiv'idual
mol ecul es . Thus, every product of A(0) an¿ â(t) wi I I contai n cross terms
Reduct'ion

between

the polarisabilíties of djfferent molecules.

that there are no angular correlations

among

If it is assumed

the orientations of

neighbouring moiecules, then the ensemble averages

of these cross

in (2.2) wjll equal
N times the sing'le-molecule correlation funct'ion, where N js the number
terms

will

vanish, and the correlation functjon

of molecules contributing to the scattering. When we take cognizance
of this cancellation of cross terms, (2.2) stands as written above,
but

lewill
SS
d5¿Ào

now

be'interpreted as the cross section per scattering

molecule, and the po'larísabilíty tensor G as that of a sing'le molecule.

just effected, is central to our obiectjve of
describing the scattering spectrum jn terms of the motion of a singìe
The reduction we have

mol ecul

e.

Felicitous though

it

may be

to neg'lect angular correlations,

assumption invol ved should be app'lied on'ly rvith

strict

the

reservat'ions.

of hindered rotatÍons in I iquids must be due to
intermolecular torques, whose presence impiies that the potent'ia1
energy of interacting molecules is a function of thejr relat'ive

The evìdent ex'istence

orientations. As a result,

some

relative orientations

will

be more

energetìca1ly favourable than others, and a degree of angular correlation

is inevitable.

Quant'itatjve calculations of such effects are

difficult

to find'in the Iiterature, so that no satisfactory treatnlent can be
g'iven here.
One may proceed

ensemble average

further to evaluate the expression within

of (2.7.). It is

assumed

that the scattering

the

system

is isotropic - i.e., that the molecule - fixed axes are randomìy oriented
with respect to the polarisation vector, è(t)und â(2) - as will, indeed,
be the case

for a ì'iquid or gas sample.

The ensemble average

may be perfornred by averag'ing independently over molecular

and over molecular eigenstates. The separat"ion

of (2.2)

orientations

of the two averages is

justifìed by the fact, that the eigenstates are ind'ifferent to the
orientatìon of the molecule in the lab frame. They could depend on
orientation onìy through the interactíon of the matter with the incident
rad'iation, and we have postulated in

I. that this interaction may be

excluded from the Hamiltonian which determines the eigenstates.
Assum'ing i sotropy

average

of the scatteri ng system,

and perpendicular

to

each

I,{') = *ËI

vlhere

I

fi

rst

explicitly over molecular orientations. Letting I,, and I"

denote the cross sections when ê.(t) and

and

we shaì

()

now denotes

Èot

u..,

other, one obtainrG

þ

respect'ively, paral'lei

f.o*

(Z.Z):

uxpGi"t)({Ç[:o,ut"tqik(r) -a¡fo)ao(t¡l),

the usual thermal (Boltzmann)

Next, one may separate

*

average.

ä into its anisotropìc (traceìess)

and

spherica'l parts:

* I,, and I.,.wi'11 subsequently be referred to as the "polarised" and
"depo'lari sed" spectra, respecti ve'ly.

,where

d.''.
c[ ò..
LJ+ ß..
ï =
'tJ

l,Jrì

ti

ng

the summations over

j

and

A=+ -F (A)

k in trace (Tr) notation,

one

.6
readi 1y gets

I(r)
ll = "("1*T
2-fÌq.'r
and

I,t'l

=

I*o

#

**' i*Xat"læft)+rtT.¡ç(").ßftù

iñ)
I-*t .*p(

(dr¡

*glit

-.

(2.

3a )

[Þ (o) .Be)ù

It is convenient to define the isotrop'ic or "trace"
I,,gr =

.

*rci,t¡(atolæ(v)),

scattering

by

Q.aa)

and the an'isotropic scattering by

tt¡) =
I4f\Ls

It is ev'ident'ly
from the trace

#

scattering: from (?.3),

Separat.ion
l^le

Raman

I on;*(')

Irc"t

Ir*{,t)

I,,c")

-Êco])

(2.4b)

ìs considered,

ìn regard to correlations

and

we see that

(2.5a)

-

of Reorientational

shall now investigate the

spectrunr

[ßc.:

possible, experimentally to separate the anisotropic

and

iII.

!]lt *¡ t*"t) Gr

(2.5b)
and Vibrat'ional Broadening Mechanisms:

form taken
r¡¡hen

among mot'ions

by (2.4), when a vi brational

certain assumptions are

adopted

'in the vanious degrees of

l0

of the scattering molecule.
In Gordon's original treatment', it v¡as postulated that the
po'larisabilìty tensot ä is constant in tjme, if referred to a co-

freedonr

,t

ordinate system rvhich rotaies with the molecule. The t'ime dependence

of ä,, as evaluated Ín the lab frame,

was thus taken

to arise so]e]y

through molecular reorientation, with the result that other linebroaden'ing mechani sms were negl ected. trlore recent authors6T have

of vibrational broadening.
Following Bartoìì and Litov itz7, we shall cons'ider the po]arisabi'lity
tensor ä,to be modulated by each of the Raman-active normal vibrations

taken expiìcit account

of the molecule.

These

vibrations are

assumed

harmonic. A Taylor

series expansion of Ct¡g, in powers of the normal co-ordjnates qlJ(t),
yi eì ds,

to fj rst

order

)

q¡k(t) = qir(t)

where

t Lol,ctl
qn(t) ,
ru^

qï(t) is the equilibrium
qTk(r) =

ò

(qf=0) polarisab'i1ity, and

where

crik(t)/à qP(t) lr,=o

Here, û!¡ ana ql are taken to be constant when referred to the

their tìme dependence in the lab frame arises
soleìy through molecular reorientation. In principìe, other processes'
such as collisions, ffiâY contrjbute to the tìme dependence, so that
the f ol'l owi ng treatment represents onl y a I imi ted genera'l i zat j on

molecular axes, so that

of Gordon's approach.

ä into its spherical and traceìess parts' we
further break dov¡n &(t) and P¡Jtl 'in the manner of (.¡(t) above.
upon decomposing

lt
The thermal averages occurring

in (2.4) may then be re-expressed:

(r;t"tn"l ç(.ù

=
=

Ð,u¡tf\,i(tù
[<A¡tÉ.,Gù "

Ç

Ç

(r,nc.r

f,þ

{ù

.F<uþd,*C.,>
Some

simplification occurs,

coup'led
may be

#<-:,td,o4toot'¡ e 6)

if it is assumed that the qP

to the orientation of the molecule,

and

are not

that the normal modes

treated as independent oscillators. Now, 'if qf is uncorrel ated

with orientation, and hence with gi, and pf (which

orientation),

depend

only

on

then

(ç,,t rittl qto)
For a harmonic oscillator,

=

(t;Gl

ni,ctù

(q'cù

.

<q'(rD =Q
(2.7a)

and

similarry

Moreover,

if

qfl

(Þ"0{t) fitO

is

1to¡

=Q

(2.7b)

.

uncorrelated with orientation, then

(dpl d,c
1t(.) {Gù

= (s[c.l s;(*ù (rb) {cÐ.

If different normal modes are independent,

then

12

("i(d1"ftù = ({cùÇcul) =

qþ çi,c)1to{,"ù =

'.X
rD

o for I *,

F<*þr,.i.-ù
fl ''l 'ii

t{ith the results 1Z.l) and (2.8)

(rrç.,-ßft)r)

=

(q',")

.

qtttl)

, (2.6) becomes

.Ç<*p{fù(rt"r

Ç[Gþn!ct]

{Ðt

Treating ã as we have treated 'individual components of þ, we find

(ar"l æcù
Nor¿¡,

the time

= (e'cola"c*l)
dependence

" Ç< atCo anCtù(qrcoqtÐ>.

of &"and ãlwas

supposed

to arise, if at all,

through r¡olecular reorientation. But &oand EParu, by definition,

rotatìonal ìnvarients (since the trace of a matrix is invariant

rotation).

Thus ãoand

ã'fare constant in time, and we may write

(a(olactl) = ((a')')
Use

under

*

fccarD(q'coqr(Ð.

Q.s)

of the thermal averages (2.6' ) and (2.9) in (?.4) yieids

+

Le"r;lþtd
I

ï.tD(1tr{,.rt

e.4,b)

l3

The terms

involving equil'ibrium polarisabilities (A:

F')

correspond

to Rayleigh scattering. In the present approximations, the isotropic

is elastic, since the Fourìer transform of the
tìme - constant (ta"f) is proportional to 6(.^:). The anisotropÌc
Rayìeigh scattering, however, is reorientationally broadened, because

Rayìeigh scattering

of the time

dependence

of Ê"which arises through reorientation.

scattering terms involving poìarisabil
correspond

to vibrational

Raman

ity derivatives ( atr$t

lines, the anÍsotropic

The

)

components of

in a similar manner by reorientation. It mìght
thus seem a matter of indìfference, whether one attempts to study
reorientation through Raman or through Rayle'igh lineshapes. It will

which are broadened

recalled, however, that the above results

presume

be

the absence of

angular correlations among ne'ighbouring mo'lecules, which, we have
conceded,

is a slender reed to lean on.

Had we

allowed

for

such

correlations, cross terms between the poìarisabilities of different
molecules would have survived

the process of

ensemb'le

averaging; the

correlation functions whjch appear in (2.4' ) would represent on'ly the

of a sum over al1 pairs of molecules. The appropriate
generalization of (2.4' ) would include also the "distínct" terms,
for each of which, the product occurring in every anguìar bracket of
(2.4' ) ìs taken between quantities evaluated on two distinct molecules.
"self"

terms

At this poìnt, a crucial difference can be discerned

terms. It

still

be argued

Raman

and Rayleigh

Raman

terms vanish. Each such term conta'ins a

j

that the distinct

factor (ql(O) ql(tD,

are d'istinct particle subscripts; this factor vanishes
as might be expected, the vibrational phases of different molecules

where

'if,

i

nray

between the

and
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are independent. Any correlatìon which pers'ists despite the randomising
effect of vibrat'ional phases, 'is bound to be less important than that
wh'ich

infests the

Thus, the

Raman

Ray'leìgh terms, on which no redeeming grace descends.

spectrum

wiì1 be a more faithful man'ifestation of

the motion of an indiv'idual molecule than
Granted

will the Rayleigh.

that (2.4') hoìds, at least'in regard to the Raman terms

of the equations, we focus attention on a single Raman
vìbrational line corresponding to the y'th normal mode. So long as
this line does not overlap sign'ificantìy with any other line, we may'
on each side

rvithout serious inaccuracy, write

'n"." =

*g((eÐlit

and I'-t)qq\s.(") = ,(o(",.f
å
2trc+
where

I/

Iþ

exP

Ctu't) (qt(Oqt(t))

ex¡Gi,t)(çti*,".Êtrù(q'("){cù,

denotes the truncated spectrum obtained by taking the actual

scattering spectrum in some'interval around the modal vibrat'ion
frequency

in question - large

of this line, but small
and by

enough

enough

to

to include

exclude

any measurable structure

that of any other lìne -

lettìng the spectrum vanish outside this interval. If

we

ìgnore the slow variation of t¡(2)w'ith'in the 'interval, and regard the

factors'in front of the integrals as constants, then the spectra are
evìdent'ly, within a multiplicative constant, Fourjer transforms of

the correlation functìons occurrìng in the integrands, and converse'ly,
the latter are, within a constant, inverse transforms of the spectra:

l5

tf c.l

- ( 1t(o) qttt)

(2.10a)

and

T'(t)
rcnis

- (*t$tr çknxq'cotl'ctl),

(2.rob)

where

ic.r

=!i" **g(iñ) [(").

LSO

I"r{r)

Defining the "reorientatíonal spectrum"

by the relation

ît-tl p (r'' lçto.ç'(r)])

(2.il )

(the nomenclature is motivated by the orientation
we have from (2.10)

of

-la

),

)

îic*l
The correspond'ing

dependence

æ' Îl-S"/ îtc.l
-i:o

(2.12a)

reìation ìn the frequency

doma'in' by

the Fourier

deconvolution theorem, is

tl^S"l N
where

*

if;"l * Il,c,l

,

... (z.izb)

denotes the folding operation.

Either of equations (?.12), together v,rith (2.5), provides a way

to extract I5, ,
]¿

and the attendant informatjon about molecular

reorientatìon, from the data (I,, and

I, ) which are ava'ilable

experimental 1y
Having accompìished

line

the separation of rotational from vibrational

broadenìng, we consider the

effect of any other

broadening

'influences, such as intermolecular collisions, wh'ich may be operat'ive.
An approach occasionaliy adopteds'e'is

broadening processes are

to

statistically

assume

that non-reorientational

independent

of the vibratìon

l6

and reorientation, and
and anisotropic

scattering.

by modifying the

factor

f(t).

The

effect of such processes is

polarisab'ility derivatives (Al',ßt )

With

f(t)

orientation, (2..l0)

and

that they contribute equally to the isotropic

woul

taken

to

by

ÎlP

- (1to)1(t)) (+colçç¡¡¡

îi".-c"

^' (r" LÊP("). ç r(r)l> (1tc"l qtul) G c.t { (t

must therefore hope

a multiplicatíve

UV

be uncorrelated witfr qP(t) and v¡ith

d be rep'laced

and (2.12) would follow as

represented

before. This

method

>,

is not rigorous;

one

that non-reorjentational broadening mechanisms

are

at least an
instructive va1ue, in that 'it emphasises the un'ique status of reorientation
as the only broadening process under which ãf *ay be expected to remain
invariant. It ìs this feature which, in princìple, enables a relatively
sìmpl e separat'ion of the reorientational spectrum.

of

secondary importance. The approach has, however,

IV.

Rotational Diffusion Derivation of Diffusion Constants from Lineshapes:
Through equations (2.12) and

(2.5),

we have demonstrated the

possìbility of determining the reorientational

spectrum from experiment.

is to use the jnformation in the spectrum,
quantitative'ly to characterise the reorientational motion itself. This
will be accomplished through the derivation of rotational diffusìon
Our next obiective

constants

in terms of the linerv'idths of reorientational

From equation

(2.11), and by our

molecular orientation,

assumpt'ion

that

spectra.

*pP

OepenOs

on'ly

it is evident that I".C-) is determined in

prìncìp'le, once we have statistical

of the angular distribut'ion for

knowledge

an ensemble

of the time development

of molecules. The problem

on
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of describing this time

development

js amenable to analysis jf

one

considers that each molecule undergoes a large number of random rotations

in

any macroscopic time

interval. Descriptions of molecular reorientation

that confornl to this pattern of motion are referred to as rotational
Brownian motion models,

in

correspondence

with the familiar case of

in fluids, which likewjse proceeds in
random steps. Reorientation models 'in this category, which further
stipulate that the individual angular steps are of small s'ize, are more

microscopic translational motion

specificajly designated as rotational diffusion models. This is

of molecules, all

because

in the same in'itial orientation,
and undergoing small-step rotational Brownian motìon, will tend in the
course of time to spread out ín Euler angle space, in much the same way
an ensemble

prepared

as particles undergo'ing translational Brownian motion tend to diffuse

in ordjnary space. In the case of translational Brownian motion, the
size of indìvidual step is immaterial to the nature of the motion a change in the sìze of step affects only the length scale on which the

ìs v'iewed, without changing the equations that govern the
motion. in the rotational case, however, a ìarge step size results in
phenomenon

a

qual i tati ve'ly di

a small step

ff erent descri pti on of the mot'ion, as

size.

compared wi th

That th'is difference might be expected, .is suggested

fact that angles are dimensionless quantitjes, so that a "large"
angle cannot be made equivalent to a "Smal'1" ang'le by a change of scale.
Treatments of rotational Brown'ian motion which allow for large step

by the

sizes, have been offe..dto"t in the literature.
reproduce the

ljmit,

results of rotatjonal d'iffusi'on

models

in the small-step

at least formal solut'ions of the t'ime development of
distributìon, for arbìtrary step size. They do not,

and give

the angular

These theories

IB

however, provide a s'imple interpretation

of the motion on the basis of

ì'ineshape parameters, when they are appìied
between

the diffusion

The theory

of

limit

Reference

and

ll.,

to cases intermediate

the "free" (unhindered) rotation limit.

noreover,

is readily applicable

only to

linear and spherical top molecules. AccordinglY, the follotting
discussion r,i'ill be confined to small-step diffusion.

of rotational díffusion is given by Favrolz,
who derives a quantum-statistical diffusion equation for anisotropic
rotational motion, that is analogous to the classical Fokker-Planck
A definìtive treatment

equat'ion

for translational Brown'ian motion. Favro obtains,

$ecn,.l =
è
Here, P(t¿,t)

-f

ù,

(2.13)

ìnùoP(nc.

d'R is the probabiì'ity at time t, of finding a randomly

of similar rìgid bodies undergoing
rotational diffusion, to be in the volume element ¿=St of Euler ang'le
A
space. Also, Mi is the ì'th component of the "rotation" operator,
chosen member

of

an ensemble

which 'is related

to the quantum-mechanical anguìar
A
t. for a representative rotor, by

û,
The

= fi-t

li

momentum

operator

e.t4)

D¡t fornl the components of the "d'iffusion tensor", defined

D,o =

*

(u¡er)

,

by

(2.r5)

i'th axis executed 'in the
t'ime li, and where () denotes an ensemble average. (It is assumed that
'long t, so that the D¡r
Gr*u) ìs proport'ional to t for suff ìciently
are well defined. Also, jt is assumed that a "sufficientl! 1ong"'tr j5

where

e,'is the angular excursion about the

l9

still short enough, that the €, remain essentia'l1y infinitesjmal:
tensor transformat'ion propertìes
character of small rotat'ionr

of

ê.)

the

Qr.

the

then follow from the vector

of the D¡¡ as

The desìgnation

"d'iffusion constants" ís motivated by the relat'ion, similar to (2.15)'
wh'ich holds

for translat'ional diffusion constants.ls

To solve the angular distrjbut'ion

function or "evolution" function
from a known initial distribution

P(n,t),

for (2.13),

one seeks a Green's

which w'iì1 generate

p(ñ,t)

P(ñ,0). In terms of the Green's

function G, one writes

Ptnc
Physica'lly, one

=

I¿:n' P(ñ"o) G(f,',tn,t) .

may expect

..(2.16)

a su'itable G to exist,

if the following

superposition princip'le obtains: that the probabiiity, that a rotor

will
of the initial

wjth given orientation ñ'at time 0,

have reoriented

at time t, is

angu'lar dìstribut'ion p(ñr,O).

independent

into

For, then one may compute independently the contribution to
tjme

t,

from the populat'ion

by (2.16)

of

each element ¿sqr

d3Q

OsQ

at

at time 0, as ìmpfied

.

js to hold for arb'itrary P(d',0), then it is readi"ly
seen that, for any fi*.d'fì", G(-A"ln ,t) must be a solution of the
d'iffusion equation (2.13). Th js is shown by setting P(ñ',0) equal to
ò (ç¿'-5¿') in (2.16): then,
Now, i f (2.16)

À

r,

Jlt

Ptnc
Since

= \À'n' 8(i'-R")

P(ft,t) is

a solution

G(d'lñ,t) = G(d'lñ;t)

of (2.13) so'is e (ñ'li, t) for arb'itrary nu

?0

Let us suppose that the oPerator

¡.Ç-^^

A=

k

n,,

o¡u n,o

possesses a compìete orthonornlal

corresponding e'igenval ues X.
be expanded

ìn the t(ñ)

G(î'lil,t)
S

j nce

G

(illfr

,

=

set of

Then,

ei genf uncti ons

for fi*.¿ ñ'and t,

'l'$î,), wi th
G(n'ln

,t) may

t

F

t) must sati sfy
c.(ñ',r)l

Ft*

t(î)

L[r."50',t¡t6).
n

By the orthogonality

of the {n, it ìs possible to

equate

their

coeff i ci ents term-by-term:

$

c.(îlt)

Hence, c^(î',t)

= ri(i')

al

e-""u

Substitution ìnto (2.17) Yields

c(î'ld,r)

(2.17')

(ñ') are to be determí n ed from the i n i t'i al condition, that
P(n ,t)"*P(ñ ,O) as t--+0, for arbitrary p(ñ ,O). By (2.16), this

rn

e ci

condi

t'ion

wi I

I

requì re

21

G(ñ'\î$)'- '- 8(R:R)
Al

as t;.+û

so, by (2.17'),

G(e'lñ,t)
Comparison

-" Ç ci(d} v$n)

of the last two results
6

the tln

If

as

r*o

.

gives

(ç'-R)

.

fo.* a comp'lete orthonormal set, we may invoke the completeness

rel ati on
\-s

++icñ'l +^(ñ) = t(d'-ç)

so

rhat

Cornparison

,

= ÐOJan')\G)
à-ì\ "î('0')^Kñ)
of coeffic'ients of the +"(A)

c^(ñ')
whereupon (?.17'

)

.

gives

= 9^s(n') ,

becomes

Substitution into (2.16) yields the time development of the angular
di

stri buti on :

It

rema'ins

to determìne the eígenfunctions t of the operator

22

o

^

<-^

=k *,

Dju

be wri tten,

ilu

to the principaì

Referred

with the

use

of (2.14),

axes of

A
D

,

the operator

may

as

Â = F,*' DT:
is recogn'isabl.tnu, the quantum-mechanical Hamjlton'ian of a rigid
rotor with principal moments of jnertiu It -- ñ'¡zor. Thus the *,, are

Thìs

mereìy the quantum-mechanical eigenfunctions
same symmetry

as that of the diffusion

of a rigíd rotor wíth

tensor.

the

Since the symmetry of

the molecular frame determines that of the diffusion tensor, the

rotational diffusion of, say, a symmetric top molecule

will

be described

by a Green's function constructed of symmetric top eìgenfunctions.

It is well knownttthut

the rigìd rotor eìgenfunctions are exactly

soluble for spherìcal and symmetric tops (although only approximateìy

tops). Moreover, for a symmetric top molecule, the
eigenvalueslnof Â u.. iust the energy ievelrtu E,. of the appropriate
for

asymmetric

(t.,=hz¡ZD.

)

symmetric top

diffusion constants

Xn*

rígid rotor,

and are thus related

to

the

by

En =

Ë r(r+r)-$(i-i)K'

-* J(rÅ-ùQ + K'(O,-Q)

(2.re)

e

where,l and K are the rotational quantum numbers of'f^,

and

where the

x.axìs ìs the symmetry axis.
i,Jith knowledge

to

cal

of the

.l,n and

of the Xn, it ìs

culate the correl ati on function

poss'ib1e through (2.16')

(çtçtC.l.Stt¡¡ in (2..lI )

.
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To do

so, one begins with an ensemble of molecules,

time 0, with the same initiaj orientation
angular

distribution ?6io) = E(ñ'-no) ,

distribution P(Q;L)
Then,

,

ñ".

all

prepared, at

This corresponds to

an

so that the subsequent

uv Q.16') and (2.18), reduces to e (ñ"1ñ,t).

explicitìy introducing the angu'lar

dependence

of þr ,

one gets

(çtçtco.çt(.)l) = T,. [-ptn,) .(Çt(dctÐ>]
=
Va

I i evr€eval

G tstn'l-l

uates thi s express i on,

¿'o G(n'ln,t)

us'in g

Stnll

.

(2.18) for e(d"lfl,t),

and

in the spherical basis
to find B(fit from ßP(ñ') . valiev's result for a symmetric top
expresses the correlat'ion function as a I i near comb'i nati on of exponenti a I s :
using the transformation properties of tensors

(ctçtto.ç'(tn)

= k,

"*p[-e

Drltl] * 1""*¡F(sD¡Q)ttll

+k".xp[.

(zDr+aQ)ttt], ...

(z.zo)

k. are functions of the components of $r(d"), and where
Dr= D.=Dt-, and D.= D,t. (The diffusion constants enter the expression

where the

throush (2.19).
Some

vibration

)

simplification of (2.20)
mode

may

occur

if

a specific

is consìdered. In the particular

normal

instance of an

A,U

(total'ly symmetric) vibration ín a D.n (symmetric top) molecule, it ìs
foundtthut k.

k. vanish, so that for the case of interest'in the
present work, v't2., the 992 cm]| A,^
line of benzene, we have
rg
and

(çtÇto.Fttil)

^.' "o¡ [-

e

D,ltl]

,
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vlhence

the correlation funct j on 'i s exponenti al

wi

th a decay tinle or

"correlati on time"

t. = (ø Dr)-t

.

(z-zt)

This reduction is,'indeed, expected. A totalìy symmetric vibrat'ion
preserves the symnretry
same (symmetrìc

top)

of the molecular frame, so that $P must have the

symmetry as has

the molecular frame. thus, Çf

should be invariant under reorientations about the molecular symmetry

axìs. It ìs these reorientations that are characterised bV D,, ;
therefore, D,, should be absent from the expression for (f tFtolFP(üÌ.
For the benzene l'ine 'in question, the reorientational spectrum is a
manifestatìon solely of the "tumbling" motions about axes perpendicular

to the symnretry axis.

It is now apparent that the study of Raman vibrational lines of
different symmetry species, ínsomuch as jt furnishes the correlation
functionr(Tntçtol.çl,ft)]), may lead to the determinatìon of the compìete

diffusion tensor

-

provided, of course, that the reorientational motion

is well represented by rotat'ional d'iffusion.
A final point of consíderable importance, js that the correlation
time of (2.21) is readily obtainable from the frequency profile of the
reorientational spectrum, w'ithout recourse to the time donlajn. The
spectrum, by (2..l1), is the Fourier transform of (2.20'). The Fouríer
of an exponentìal w'ith time constant t, is a Lorentzian with
a full wìdth at half-maxìmum (FÌ,JHM) of I = 2/r' in units of angular
transform

frequency, or

f = (r(ctì-t
v¡here

c 'is the

speed

of l ight, if f is

,

(?.22)

measured i n waven umbers (cm.-1 ) .
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Using (2.21), v¡e may express the I inevridth

for a totally

spectrum,

or

converseìy

l,Jith

this result,

symnetric vibratjon

Siqn'ificance

of

a

of the reorientational
symmetric top molecule:

Ï; = 6(nc)-1 -D',

(2.23a)

Dr- = åncll

(2.?3b)

we have accomplished

diffusion constants from'l

V.

(FI,JHM)

the obiect'ive, of deriving

ìneshape parameters.

of Rotational Diffusion Constants

-

Relation of Diffusion Constants to Friction Constants:

in this sectjon is to interpret the rotatjonal diffusion
constants of IV., in terms of the torques which couple a rotatìng
molecule to jts environment and wltich therefore (given that the fluid
does not rotate bodily) tend systematical'ly to hinder the reorjentations
of the molecule. Aìthough the connection between rotational diffus'ion
and rotational friction constants will be derived below in a concrete
and specific fash'ion, it may be appreciated in the abstract as a
consequence of the fluctuation-diss'ipation theorem.
l,le begin by recast'ing the definition of the d'iagonal diffusion
Our purpose

in a form involvìng a correlation function of anguìar velocity.
Th'is is done in a manner similar to a treatment by Twanzigltof
translational diffusion. In consequence of (2.14), the diagonaì
constants

elements

of the diffusion tenso.Ö tuy be written

D,.
urhen

= fi(e.c"l€.tt)),

D. and e. are referred to the prìncipal axes of the d'iffus'ion tensor.

One may repl

ace ê,(t)

by

26

e,(c) = I"*t ul(t)
where tl..

is the angu'lar veloc'ity

,

about the

j'th princìpal

of

ax'is

the

diffusìon tensor:

D.. =

=

å ( t \:ù.' ..,,G'i [[it" u.(t")] >

frflt' fl*"(".St') ^'ft")).

The integration domain may be separated

and

tu<t',

into the

two

regions

t'. t"

the integrals over which are equal by the symmetry

in t'

!l¡

L.

:

l,Ii

th

.

-rÍ,s
D, = * \.

the transformation

t
nt

Åt'\i*"<"r(¡') u,(t")) .
=

t" - t', this

becomes

.t-t'

(".{t') ^,(t'+c)) .
The ensemble average may be assumed "stationary" - Ì.e.,
D. = +\" Àt' \"

under

J.t

shifts of the time origino

jnvarjant

and therefore dependent only on

t,

I is essentialìy 'infinite on the time scale of
characteristic molecular processes, since it must be great enough to
not on t'.

Also,

accommodate

a stat'istically large

number

of

random steps

for

the

diffusion constant to be well defined. This permìts the upper l'imit

of the innerintegral to be replaced by o". Thus, the ìnner integra'l

is ìndependent of t':

and
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D,-

=

+ I: åt'\:d!(,,r,(o) w,(t))

\l

*a (,^,.(o)',(Ð)

(2.24)

Next, we evaluate the angular velocity correlatìon funct'ion through

an jnvestìgation of the rotational dynamics of the nlolecule.
Following Steel.tt, *. treat the molecule as a classical rigìd
rotor, described by Euìer's equations'e,

l*ú* - rr"*(I5

l,

*,

I-)

=

N*

- uù{ tn(I*- I-) = N5

')

-,

(t--l)

= N*
I* û*- ", o*
Here, I. ìs -uhe i'th princìpa1 moment of inertia; ô is

the angular

velocity, referred to the princìpaì axes of the molecule (that is,

in a non-rotating frame whose axes instantaneously coincide
with those of the molecule); Ñ is the instantaneous torque, again
evaluated

referred to the molecular axes.
By analogy vrith the

via the

well

known treatment

Langevín equation?0, we assign

Ñ = -\-'

of translational diffusion

to Ñ tfre

phenomenoìogìca1 form

ü + Ñ'Cr) ,

E is the rotatíonal drag tensor, r¡rhich'is constant u¡hen referred
to the molecular axes and is responsìble for the systematic tendency of
the rotor toward equilìbriuni, and r¡rhere i'(t) is a rapidly fluctuat'ing

v¡here

torque arjs'ing from random changes'in the molecular environment

of

the

?8

o

rotor. Now,\ must exhibit all the symmetries of the molecule, since t't
is characteristic of the molecule itself and independent of environmental
fluctuations. It follows that the princìpaì axes ofi coincide wìth
those of the inertìa tensor; tnusi is diagonal in the same frame as
is T. In terms of the diagona'l elements ("friction constants") of E )
gA

the Euler equations become

la,-r."¡l;I")

=

-!p, *Nlt)

et

cyc.

with this simpl'ification, the equations are not generally

Even

Nonetheless,
for arbitrary values of the I,
they become trivial for the case of a spherica'l top rotor, whích is
treated by Steel.18and Hubbardzl. In this case, the Euler equatìons
are uncoup'led, since the cross terms in the angular veloc'ities vanísh.

soluble

It

in

closed form

has been suggested22,

that if only

systems whose reorientation

is of a strongly dìffusìve

nature are considered, then

to neglect the crossterms,

even

follows a pattern of small-step

ìt js permissible

top. tnJhen the motion
rotational diffusion, it is clear that
for

an asymmetric

the frequent sharp changes of rotational direction, executed by the
molecule

in the course of

smal'l anguìar d'isp'lacements, are indjcative

of angu'lar accelerations that are'large in relation to angu'lar veloc'ities.
Thus, the neglect of cross terms in the DL, in favour of terms in the
ú,.

, ìs plausibl e 'in the diffusion I imit.
Upon

deìetion of the cross terms, the stochast'ic equations governing

reorientation reduce to the uncoupled form

ù, =[-!,r.r,+ NJ(t)l
wh'ich 'is formal'ly

/r.

L = tuJr?

identical to the Langevin equatìon.

Th

e

js 'is a I inear,

29

first

order,

ìnhomogeneous

differential equation, wjth solution
I

'r,(t)

=

exp(-\ir/I,) * [""co.i\"lt N(t'1".e(tSTtJl

of the time dependence of tl¡
correlation function (q(o) r"ri (t)) :
Knowledge

(".Sou.Jt)) =

to evaluate the

(r,"(ù "*¡(-!.$/Ir)
+

since

enables us

| e*¡c\t/rr) !l*'* G,t TIXN

ilt) is purely random, we may assume (Ñtt'))=
(ur(o) ,'¡(t))

=("i(ù ungG\.t/l)

í

(t' ))

.

0, whence

.

it is simp'le to evalrut. ("1(où from statistical
The

.

mechanics.

kinetic energy of a rotor, evaluated in the principa'l axis

frame,

irtt å(I,ri*I¡rl+l."ot) Thus, the energy associated with rotation
about the i'th axis is f l,si . By the equ'ipartit'ion theorem,
(+I."i(o))
Equation (2.25)

=

ll /z

, or^ (,i

(01)

= LT /Ir

becomes

Iike the drag tensor, shares the synn'netries
of the molecule, its principal axes cojncide with those of the inertia
tensor; (2.24) and 2.25') therefore hold in the same frame of reference.
Substítution of (2.25') into (2.24) yields
Since the diffusjon tensor,
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D = ll¡.

*.rGt.;t/tJ

kT/ r

(2.26)

This establishes the relation between diffusion

constants. The present result parallels that

and

friction

deduced by E'instein (.l905)

for the translational diffusion of a Brownian part'icle.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL ASPTCTS

In its essentials, the experimental setup was typical of

Raman

scatteri ng systems. t'lost ind j viduating features arose from the

necessity, in the present work, to m'in'imize the entry of stray I ight
from the strong isotropìc scattering, into the measurement

of the weak

anisotropic scattering.
The system was constituted as

polarised

beam

follows (Fig.

l):

from a laser I ight source was brought

cell.

The

linearly

to a weak focus

in a temperature-regu'lated
enclosure. Spherìcal collection optics, with an axis at right angles
to the beam, v'ier¡¡ed the light scattered at the beam focus, analyzed
'it accord'ing to polarisation, and imaged the I ight of the selected

within a

sampìe

The

cell

polanisation onto the entrance
passed by

the spectrometer

was located

slit of a spectrometer. The l'ight

was detected by

a photomultipfier tube, the

s'ignal from which was processed by dig'ital (photon-counting) electronjcs.

It will

be convenient

to the various
(Part

A.).

methods

A.
l.

to discuss experimental aspects in relation

system elements mentioned

This discussion

will

in the above paragraph

be supplemented by some notes

on

(Part B.).

The Experimental Setup

Lìqht source and pre-sample optics:
The I ìght source was a CRL #52 argon

about

l/4 watt on the 4BB0 Â. I ine. It

ang'le window, v,lhich so po'larised

perpendicular

ion Laser, operatìng at

v¡as equipped

w'ith a Brewster

the beam that íts electric vector

to the direction of observation. Isotropicaì1y

scattered I ight lvould thus propagate lvith

maximum

intensity

a'long

was

ffi

TrlFS

EþICLO5

l'l¿ GAs

oPTICS

C.OLLELTT,ON

FtCIr.mHçs[lAtR
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B'lo*k d.iagra*
o$

FIG.1

the

5ÇALER

muLTl-

np¡ard.tus.

JL

the observation dìrection, w'ith

its

mode

of polarisation

unchanged in

the scattering process. This arrangement afforded the freedom to
pass, or to extinguìsh, the isotropic component, by means of settíng

the anaìyser to transmit

light poìarìsed, respect'ive1y,

paraì1eì or

to the electric vector of the beam.
A lens of focal'length 30 cm., placed in the incident beam,
brought the beam to a weak focus within the samp'le. A'ìthough a shorter
perpendicular

focal 'length, accord'ing to a study by Schwiesow t, would be desirable
from the standpo'int of rnaximum l'ight collection, the longer focus

to preserve a well-defined beam polarìsation. Otherwise
no setting of the analyser would entirely block the transmission of

was selected

isotropically scattered 1 ight.

2.

Sampl

e cel I and col I ection optics:

The focused, f inearly polarised beam was incident on a rectangular,

fused quartz
has no

cell

containìng the 'liquid sample. Since fused quartz

definite crysta'l structure, passage through the cell walls

would not depolarise the beam, nor the scattered light.
The axìs

of the collection optics was at right angles to the beam.

This scattering geometry reduces stray scattered
depo'l

light,

and

facilitates

arisatì on measurements.2

in front of the collection optics, limited
iight collectìon to a cone subtending 4" p'lanar angle at the beam focus.
A d'iaphragm, placed

The value 4ohas been suggested3as an upper

limit,

s'ince

for

larger

collection angìes, the isotropic scattering would lose some polarisation

definit'ion, and could not be extinguished entire'ly at any setting of
the analyser.
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The

light cone was rendered para'llel

presented

by a collimator lens, then

to an analyser of sheet poìaroid in a rotatable mount, whose

extinction ratio

to be better than l0-+. (Anaìyser light

was measured

leak would not, at this value, contribute a significant amount of stray

light.)

A second lens focused the

light onto the entrance slit of

the spectrometer. The two lenses were chosen and arranged so that the

light they passed would not overfill the acceptance

cone

of

the

spectrometer; otherwise, signal losses would occur.

3.

The spectrometer:
The

ìight

was dìspersed by a Jarrell-Ash 25-100 Series scanning

spectrometer. This instrument consists of two grating

in

tandem,

in the Czerny-Turner confÍguration.

monochromator des'ign 'improves

of the wrong po'larisation
construed.)

it

frequency, rather than

with a gratìng drive linear in

wavenumber,

of I cmlt into 20 mechanical steps.

Siqnal detection and processing:

Light

passed by

the spectrometer

photomultip'lier tube, cooled

its

v'/rong

- "stray" I ight

mode, as the term has heretofore been

was equipped

which divided an advance

4.

(The double

stray ì'ight rejection

beìng, in thìs context, ì ight of the

monochromators

was detected by an RCA C31034

to -20o C.

This tube was selected for

low dark noise, high quantum effic'iency, and broad range

spectral

sensitivity. It

of flat

was followed by pulse-count'ing electronics,

which enjoy several advantager" ou"r^ conventional phase-sensitíve
ampl

(a)
(b)
due

ìfication

systems

El'imination

:

of drift

Linear response to

problems

in el ectronics.

light intens'ity over a'large

to the h'igh-frequency

response

dynanric range,

of electron'ic puìse circu'itry.

all
J.f

(c) Direct digitaì

output

is

possible, and convenient for digital data

process'ing. In the present work, spectra were recorded digìta1ly by a
Victoreen ST400M multi-chanrrel analyser (used 'in the multí-scaler mode).

(d)

D'iscrim'ination against noise pu'lses originating

dynodes

is possible.

These pu'lses, due

by the dynodes, lrave a

smal I

er

mean

to

in the phototube

secondary e'lectrons em'itted

height than genuine s'ignaì pu'lses.

Since jndividual pulses are handled separately, sma11 puìses can

be

distingu'ished as such and blocked by a discriminator. In the present

in accordance with the crìterion
set forth by Young4 for optima'l s'igna1-to-noise ratio in the "1ow-s'ignaì
Iimit".

work, the discriminator level was set

5.

Sample temperature

The sample

celì

control:

reposed

jn a thermaì'ly insulated enclosure, ínto

which cold N, gas was ducted. The contínuous flow

of cold, dry gas

both regulated the sampìe temperature and prevented fogging of the
sample

cell.

at a rate

The gas uras evolved by

boiling off liquid N. eìectrically,

governed by negative feedback from a

with the sample

cell

(F'ig.

2).

thermistorin contact

A temperature operating point

was

established when equìlibrium was reached: feedback produced a

flow just sufficient to maintain the current
change

in

change

in flov¡ rate. This

samp'le

temperature was buffered (not wholly
arrangement

fell

such

when

the selected

to restore the operating
The cycl.ing character

a system, however, would introduce stabil.ity problems

from the former arrangement.

Any

short of a true closed-'loop

point once a crítical deviatíon were exceeded.

of

temperature.

offset) by an opposing

control systems, which would have a null output
operat'ing po'int urere reached, and would act

gas

absent

ËIG. 2
C¿rruLI dio3ro.rn o$ tennçeroture r:eguiatcr:

R.

tl.e loeå. reslstenc.eColå N, 3o,s Ls evolved bg tl.* h*ot Jisslpo.red.
LE

acress R"

.
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The regulating

characteristics were appraised from the following

point of view. First, one def^ines a "terminal
as that wh'ich would be reached

indefiniteìy.
some

set

The schedule

of ill-controlled

The purpose

if

a given output level L were sustained

T*(L) (Fig. 3a)

Ia.l -

variab'les

depends parametr

ica'lly on

ambient temperature, etc.

of the regulator is to suppress any excursjons of

operating temperature To, , which accompany
Irow

sampìe temperature" T*

effectively this is accomplished,

drifts

.in

[a31

.

the

To assess

one considers the output level

L as a function L(Ti) of the instantaneous sample temperature, the

arising through feedback. Th'is schedule (Fig. 3b)

dependence

is fixed once the

des'ign

characteristics of the regulator, and any settings

choose

the operating temperature, are specified. A third functjon T-(Ti )

is

constructed by compos'ing T*(L) with

depends parametrical

ìy on [a¡J

L(Ti).

Through

The s'ign'if icance

made to

T*(L), it

of this

schedul

that, if the current sampìe temperature is Ti, then the output
is such as to make the sample temperature tend toward T*(Tr).

e

ís

level

is real'ized, and an operating point establ ished, when
T-(Ti ) = Ti (Fig. 3c). Approximateìy, T-(Tr) may be regarded as linear
near the operating poìnt. Also, the effect of a change in [a¡] may be
Equ'iì.ibrium

regarded approximately as a unjform

shift of the schedule T*(Ti)

¡T along the T- axis (Fig. 3a). The corresponding
in Tor, if m be the slope of T*(Ti), is given by

through

x-mx= aT,

change x

or

x- a.T/(l-m),
as is evident upon inspection of Fì9. 3d. But aT is iust the "open loop"
temperature change that would be sustained if tu¡] shifted and L
remained constant (i.e., in the absence of feedback modulatÍon). Hence
l/(l-m)

represents the factor by wh'ich temperature

drifts are suppressed

rIG. 3
Gro¡l.l*a-l and.lsls a$ te*gerature

î

-r

(a)

ï

L

reE,,.1ation"

(b)
L(-çi)

\*-*dp
[(urta*)
[* --+.

A
I

(c)

+

(å)

I

T

T

slo¡e

{---Þ

=wu
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by feedback, and as such
Now, m

ìs

is

an index

of the performance of the regulator.

computable:

(dr."/dL) (dl/drl ).
= dT- /dTi =
An emp'iri cal determination of dT../dL was made by
m

temperatures agaínst the corresponding output

levels

pl

otti ng equì 'l i bri um

(i.e.,

voltages

of Fig. 2). Moreover, OL/dTi , the
vo'ltage change per degree change of sample temperature, at fixed control
settings, was calculable from the characteristic of the thermistor
and from the gaìn of the amplifier circuit. 0n this basís, it was
estimated that m--10, so that temperature drifts were suppressed by a
factor l/(l-m) = .1, in the operating region.

across the heating element R

B.
l.

Methods

l'leasurement

of the instrumental

prof

ile:

A high degree of spectrai resolution can be attained onìy

spectral

slìt

width is

made narrow

if

in relation to the structures

the
being

examined. The loss of signal strength which attends a reduct'ion in

slit width, forces a compromise between resoiut'ion

and signaì level.

In the present work, the weakness of the depolarised ìight signal,
especial'ly at lower CnH. concentrations, necessitated the use of

slit

widths broad enough to produce measurable distortion of the spectra.

of instrumental correction was called for.
Any such correction requires the measurement of the "slit function"
the dìstribution in ind'icated frequency, of un'it intensity of
monochromatic light passed by the spectrometer.

Accord'in91y, some form

Slit

functions were obtained by allowing the spectrometer to

observe the Tyndall scattering from an aluminum surface,
monochromatic)

laser

beam,

of the (close'ly

while scann'ing over the laser line frequency.

New

profiles

it

and every tìme sl

2.

were taken every day the experÍment was

ín

progress,

widths v'rere changed.

Sample preparation:

The chemicals (CsHe and CClo) used as samples, were supp'lied by

the.J. T. Baker Chemjcal Co.,
spectrophotometric
allovred

quaìity.

and were

to the sampìe cell, through a syringe

beanl. The quoted mole fractions of

3.

be correct

CuHn

equipped

with a membrane

removed any dust

whjch m'ight cause Tynda'll scatterìng vrhile

to

and

ensure homogeneìty. They were then

filter of pore diameter .2 y. Filtratíon

est'imated

GC

Mixtures were prepared volumetricaliy,

to stand an hour or so to

'introduced

certif ied as be'ing of

particles

floatíng through the laser

for the various mixtures, are

within, at worst,

3%.

Consìderations related to frequencv matchinq

of polarised

vrith

depolarised spectra:

in an alternating sequence of polarìsed and
depoìarised scans. In eac.h such pair of runs, the same frequency
Spectra were taken

ìnterval was scanned - insofar as the apparatus
successive scans

-

behaved reproduc'ibly on

and expì'ic'it experimental parameters (temperature,

concentration) were held constant, so that the pair of spectra could
be superposed along the frequency

of fact,

axis, and analyzed together. (In poìnt

some frequency mismatch appeared

to persist, so that satÍsfactory

results could not be obtained w'ithout the introduction of an anaìyt'icaì

correct'ion: this matter
vrere also held constant

will
in

be dealt w'ith

each

in Ch. 4. )

Sl

jt

widths

paìr of spectra, to permjt the application

of the modes of Iìnevuidth analysis to be described in Ch.4.
The large slit wìdths required for the depoìarised spectra (as
of

one

dìscussed under

l.),

wrought grievous

distortion of

namow polarised

20
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structures, and in fact required the

of neutral density filters
to reduce the po'larised ì ight signal to a level at which the electronics
could accommodate

4.

Measurement

us e

it.

of

stra.v I iqht:

Notwithstanding such measures, alluded

to ín A.,

as were taken

in aid of stray ìight reduction, â signifícant stray ìight contribution
vras manifest in the depoìarised spectra, and an anaìytica.l
correction
was necessary. This would take the form,
¡t.

¡rn
lr(r)- = Tvû
lr{u) -cLrr(*)

where the superscripts
'measured'

,

and

c is

)

and 'm' denote, respectíveìy, ,true,

't'

and

cotrstant.

A procedure suggested

to determine c

Bartoli

by

and

Litovitz 6 was followed,

in

a "cel ì constant", or characteristic of
the experimental setup. An a pparent depo'lari sat i o n ratio
an attempt

,'.

-

5

f tic"l å", r "Í ti (,¡)
t tit*i å"

lît*lå.

I ti (,¡)

was measured

as

d u¡

for the 459 cm.-t

Raman band

d ur

of ccl+ This

was compared

to the value which shourd have been measured in the absence of stray
'light:

I llr"l " = Itê * "\
e
¿

I tî(u:) å,¡

rt

1

pt is the actual depoìar.isation ratio, obtained from the
I iteratureT, and e' e, are grating effici enci es
for the .t and il
poìarisations. EvÍdent1y,

where

c

t\t

=P

1x

et
êtt
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This determinatjon of c would seem to be of doubtful reliabiììty,

in that the theoretical depo'larìsation ratio
known

on whìch

it

is

depends

not

lvith great accuracy. lrloreover, even the obiective, by any

means,

of making a s'ingle master measurenlent of c, is

open

to

quest'ion:

for in the course of d'ifferent experiments, varjatìons in, sâY, index
of refract'ion anlong various liquìds at various temperatures, might
lead to d'ifferent c values.
In

pr"eference

to relìance on this

technique was adopted

experiment. Thís

5.

measurement, an analytical

to associate a value of c with each'individual

rvill

be d'iscussed 'in Ch. 4.

Selection of temperature range:
Some

caution had to be exercised

in select'ing the range of

temperatures over which the experiments Were carried

out.

saniple

Benzene

in which, for some relativè
concentratìons, dÍmerisation may occur at sufficiently 1ow temperatures.E
It would be possible, if dimerisation were allowed to occur, that some

and CCln form a eutectic mixture

of the depolarisation of the. benzene vibratjonal line were due to
reorìentations, not of the benzene molecule, but of the dinler. For
this reason, sample temperatures were kept h'igh enough to avoid
sì gnif

icant d'imerisation.
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CHAPTER 4

LINEl^lIDTH ANALYSIS

The determ'ination

especial'ly

trivial

for the reorìentatjonal spectra, presented by no means a

problem.

emp'loyed

of comelation times through l inewjdths,

l^le

consider that the analytical methods which were

merit a ful ì accounting.

approaches

One reason

js that two dist'inct

to the ana'lysis of reorientational spectra

were adopted,

of which, one yielded satisfactory resuìts, whereas the other tended
systematica'l'ly to overestimate the I inewidth. hle remain, at this

writing, uncertain of the cause of failure of the latter method, vlhich
has been used with apparent success jn the literature. AccordjnslY'
feel obìiged to make a record of our procedures, in the hope that
outside scrutiny may elucìdate the nature of our djfficulties. The
other reason, ìess dolorous to report, is that we have brought to bear

we

of I inewidth ana'lysis, several techn'iques which, if not
orig'inal, have at least been deve'loped independently 'in the course of
this work - and wh'ich, we concede, may have contrjbuted to the
on the probìem

aforementioned di ffi cul ties.

to our program of linewjdth analys'is
arose'in connect'ion with the reorientational spectra, most of the
foìlowing discussion will deal v¡'ith these spectra. The vibrational
relaxation spectra v,rill be treated somewhat parenthetically. Suffice
Since the major impediments

it to say, at the outset, that the arsenal to be directed at the
reorientational spectra is adequate to deal vrith the vibrational spectra:
the only major problem encountered in analysis of the latter, 'is the
deconvolution

of the 'instrumental profìle from the spectra.
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l^le

begin by noting

that, if it is

expected

that a spectrum

will

be

determined by an exponential time correlation function, then two broad
avenues may be followed toward

(l

)

T'ime donla

jn:

the calculation of correlation

The Fourier transfonn

the result'ing comelation function
function,

(2)

whose decay time

may then be f

may be taken;

it to an exponential test

'identified wjth the correlation time.
spectrum may be fit directly to a Lorentzian,

T

Frequency domain: The

of the spectrum

t'imes:

may be

Þt/" to the correlation tjme.
The statements that the spectrum I(r¡) is Lorentzian, and that its

whose

width stands in the relation

Fourier transfo.* 11t¡

It follows,

is

exponential, are mathematìca1'ly equiva'lent.

according to Wrìght

inherent in methods
elected, s'ince

(l)

and

et al.1 , that the approximations

(2) are identical.

it entails onìy a fitting

The second approach

was

operat'ion, while the other

requires both that and a Fourier transformation.

Fjtting of the spectra

was accomplished by the

well

known

non-linear

least squares technique of l'inearisation of the test function¿.

The

computer programming gu'idelines supplied by Moore and Zeiglers were

followed. A statistica'l weight l/N

was assigned

to the datum N

-

this we'ight'ing formula is appropriate for data in whích y'N noise'is
expected.
Havìng dispatched the most general aspects

probìem, we devote the remainder

to the experiments
Separat'ion
To

of th'is chapter to those aspects pecuìiar

on which the present work

0f Reorientational

this po'int,

of the linew'idth analysis

is

based.

From Other Broadenínq Mechanisms

we have blìthe1y alluded

to the spectrum we propose

to fit, as though'it were directly available from the experimental data.
such

is, regrettabìy, not the case for the reorientational spectrum.
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Rather, as shov¡n in

(a)

that

reorìentatìonal and non-reorientational processes contributing

to the spectral

(b)

III. of Ch. 2 v'ia the assumptions

broadening are

statisticalìy

independent,

and

non-reorientational processes contribute equally to the isotropic

and anisotropic spectra,

the anisotropic spectrum represents the convolut'ion of the reorientational
and i sotrop'ic spectra:
TruT*T
*avirs ''r,so

'or

llJìthin the restrictíon, already agreed upon, to ana'lysjs

in the

frequency domain, t\n/o poss'ible methods emerge, by vihich one may extract

correlation times from the data:

(j) If it is

assumed

that both I..o and Io.

their convolution I.*...* -

is again Lorentzian,
of l,ro and I o,

wh'ich the data

ro" N
is

of width [."

anO I1,...*

appìied with some success

to the sum of

half-rvjdths

jonal correl at'ion time

r/\" = l/([",*-11,")

thus determíned, once I..o and

Lorentzians

yield direct'ly bV (2.5)

v¡'ith a half-width equal
The reorientat

are Lorentzian, then

Ion.

have been separateìy

."rpective'ly. This

in varjous

Raman

fit

to

method has been

linewidth studies4's

It

of simp'licity and economy in data processing.
Its validity is restricted, however, by the requìred assumpt'ion" that

enjoys the advantages

I,*

i

s Lorentzian;

al

so, the results for

[" ur.

subject

to

'instrumental

correcti

on

(2)

alternative method, directly suggested by the relation

An

.

Ior,i;. Ir.o* Io,

, js to deconvolute l.ro

froffi lar.rs

,

thus recovering
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Io. ,

and

to fit the latter to a Lorentzian, The comelation

then given directìy

t'ime is

by

To,.-

1

/

r;"

is in principle more general and more accurate than method
(l), since it obv'iates both the need for the assumption that I.ro ìs
Lorentzian, and, as will be seen presently, the need for explic'it

This method

instrumental correctíon. 0wing to the inherent messiness of deconvolution
procedures, however,
Both
and

it

of the above

takes

its toll in computer tíme.

methods were

pursued. The difficulties encountered,

the techn'iques brought to bear on them, v'rill be elaborated below in

deta'il. All po'ints discussed with reference to method (l )
(under I.), save that of instrunrental correctjon, are relevant also to
method (2). Even the latter point ìs of some importance in (2), inasmuch
as one and the same method has been used for instruniental correctíon
in (l), and for deconvolution in (2): only the purpose, not the method,

considerable

differs.

Considerati'ons peculiar

to

method

(2) are discussed under II.

in place of lrro , without correction,
in all calcujations. The strong polarìsat'ion of the benzene 992 cm.-1
line, rendered negligìble the d'ifference betv¡een the two spectra. As
For both rnethods, I,, was used

indicated by our prefatory remarks, method (2) met with much greater
success than

i.

Method

did method (l), for

(l) -

The problems

Separate

reasons

Fitt'ing of

yet unclear to the author.

I nni., âfld

I,.o to Lorentzian:

to be dealt with here are that of instrumental

distortion of the spectrum,

and

that of the entry of stray, isotrop'ical]y

light into the depolarised spectrum. A genera'l approach to
the removal of such effects was adopted, consisting jn the'introduction

scattered
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of

corresponding modifications

(uncomected) data were

fit.

to the test function against which the
By

this

means, such corrections can

ìncorporated neatly within the usual least-squares

A.

The Problem

in

procedure.

of instrumental Distortion:

The observed spectrum may be taken as

spectrum,

fitting

be

a convolution of the true

with an "instrumental profi'le" S(ur) descrjbìng the distribution

measured frequency,

of unit íntens'ity of ììght unaffected by passage

through the sample. In the present work, the instrumental broaden'ing

ìs essentiaìly just the "slit broadening" of the spectrometer. It
would not matter Ín princ'ipìe, however, if, Sâ): the finite width of
the laser line contributed apprecíably to the instrumental broadening.
The profile S(ro) is direct'ly measurable; in fact, the measurement
described in 8.1. of Ch. 3 was iust that of S(r¡), since the process of
Tyndall scatterr'ng has no effect on the frequency distribution of light.
The true spectrum can, in prìncip1e, be recovered by deconvolution
when S(w) is knoln. We proceed to survey several current methods to
this end, before discussing the method that v¡as actually used.

l.

Zero Sl it-width Extrapolation:

purist's solution,

which obviates deconvolution aìtogether, is
the "ZSE" method advocated by Griffiths 6 . Thjs 'involves measuring the

A

widths of the'instrumenta'lly broadened spectra at a series
namower

of

progressive'ly

sljt-widths, then extrapoìating these measurements to zero slit-

width. The method may be suspected of systemat'ically overestimatìng
linew'idths by, perhaps,, .+ cm.-1 , because, even Ín the lim'it of zero

wjdth, there remains some instrumental

broadenìng due

slit-

to the diffraction

l'imit of the spectrometer and to the finite width of the laser l'ine.
The loss

of signal strength at low sljt-wjdths,

moreover, vJould prove
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proh'ibitíve in the present work, vrhere weak depolarised scattering from
a dilute solut'ion must be measured. In any case, a recent ìnvestigation
ìndicates that deconvolution can reproduce consistentìy the results
obtained via

ZSE

2. Inteqral

Transform Deconvolution Methods:

is usually accomplished by Fourier or Lap'lace
methodsu - u.n., the Rakov - Sykora algorithm. These are

Deconvolution

transform

not, however, a'lways easy to apply, sínce:

(a)

The unfolded curve tends

to

show unphysical

oscillations

because

of statistical uncertainty in the data points.e

(b)

The sol

because

ution is not unìque -

underdetermined,

the folded data at the ends of the specified interval ínevitably

depend on values

3.

'it 'is inherently

of the unfolded curve outside the spec'ified interval.

Voiqt Profiles:
Methods have

functions to

recently been suggestede'1o'11 for fitt'ing of Voigt

Raman

línes.

A Voigt function, which

is

the convolution

of a Gaussian wìth a Lorentzian, ffâJ be a good approxìmation to
observed Raman l

sl

it

ine, since in the d'iffraction

funct'ion of a modern monochromator

a Voigt function to the

Raman

profile,

is

(namow sl

the

it) l imit, the

c'losely Gaussian. Upon fitting

one obtains separate estimates

for the widths of the Gaussian and Lorentzian

components

of the profiìe,

which may be identified respectively with the sl it-v¡idth and the true
Raman

l'inewidth,

if

the

slit function is weli approxìmated

In the present work, however, the slit-w.idths
so that the

slit

by a Gaussian.

used were broad enough

funct'ions were not Gaussjan, but more or less triangular.

in fact, they were vis'ibly asymnetric, ovring to al ignment
imperfecti ons. They urere, 'in any case, ana'lyt'ical ly nondescript.

0ccasiona'lìy,
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So

Voigt profiles were iudged ínsufficient to the task.

All

these approaches

to instrumental correction

for

were reiected

various reasons cited above. In their stead, a method of deconvolution
was developed which, as has been

indicated above, basica'l1y involves

modification of the test function to which the data are

a

fit.

The Deconvol ut'ion Procedure:
The method employed

Ín the present work differs from the

(Fourier) deconvolution procedure, ìn that no attempt is

made

usual

to

solve

the unfolded spectrum point-by-point.

Ordinarily, deconvolut'ion entajls the generat'ion of a nev/ set of
"corrected" data from the raw data, without reference to any particular

class of test function to describe the spectrum. It is'in the attempt
to correct each datum 'indivjdually, that the problem of underdeternlination

arises. If
S

we represent

wìth the spectrum X as a

spectrum

is

Riemann

S*X

expressible in terms of the data Y as follows:
t,
\/,-t, xlo_i. = yL
, k = 1,...rn.
r(
L--

The

of the instrumental profiìe
sum, then our knowledge of the

the convolut'ion

1

n data supply n equations, but these involve n+vr-l

unknown

x-values, and are thus underdetermined for a "slit-w'idth" w>1.

In the present work, however, it is
ind'ivìdual x.
J

.

Our

that optim'ìse their
0ne might, indeed,

discard most
cleconvoluted

unnecessary

to solve for

interest js confined to a few lineshape

congruence

the

parameters

to a particular sort of test functjon.

exp'lic'itly deconvolute the data - and then effectually

of the result'ing hard-gotten information by fitting the
spectrum to a test function, and using on'ly the optìrnal
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parameter

if

values.

one aims

The task may be considerably

in the first

place only

simp'lifjed,

hov,rever,

to solve the parameter values;

one

then deals v¡'ith a vastly reduced set of unknowns. The means by rvhich
thi s was accompl j shed, are

exp'l

a

j

ned bel ov¡.

To solve the optinral parameter values -

of correctjng the optìmal parameter values for
instrumental effects was incorporated directly with'in the 'least-squares
The process

fitting routine.
profìle

of the lineshape rvith the ìnstrumental
into the form of test function to which

The convolution

S was simply absorbed

the data were compared in the course of the

fit.

If

F(x;

lar,...,4?]),

a function of frequency x and of a set of adiustable parameters

,...,ut], were the analytical form expected to represent the true
lineshape (i.e., a Lorentzian p'lus a constant background), then the

[.u,

test function would become

T(x) = S*F = \"0*'S(x')F(x-x';ta1,...,u*1),
J-"
where

the

the instrumental profile S(x') has been truncated to

finite interval (-c,c).

The set

...

lie

(4.1

)

within

[ã,,...,ãrJ of parameter values

whjch produces the best agreement between T(x) and the data, yields the

F(x; tã,,...,ãrJ ) for the true (unfolded) l'ineshape.
It remains to verify that T(x) is amenable to the usual leastsquares analysis. I,Jhen this is carried out, as in the present work,
by linearìsation of the test function, a set of initial est'imates
[uì,...:.;J for the best parameter values 'is 'improved upon by adding
a set of parameter increments [Eu,,...,Ear], wh'ich are solutions to
best estimate

4B

the fol'lowing set of Iinear "normal equations"2:

L *,Is,-ï*J] *f

l[.,,-..,.rJ

=[ai,..,a.ç]

F

èTGr)l
=fs [8-,, òT(xi)
èa¡ aan Jhu""''ur1= taì ,,..ßiJ ,j -1- ¡r...rl t) t
I

k=1

where the ordered

pairs (x.,y, ),...,(xr,,y,r)

wr js the statistical

are th e data, and where

weight associated w'ith y.

ìs then repeated, with the improved

This procedure

est'imates

[uì ,...,u;J = [u',a Ear ,...,ui*6urJ
repìacing

Iaì ,...,u;]

One continues

ín this fashion until

the

estimates converge.

It is evident from the form of the norma'l equations, that any test
function T may be used, so long as T and'its parametric derivatives
èT/ò

a¡

above

are explicìt1y calculable. The form of T proposed

satisfies these cond'itions: T(x)

as a Riemann sum, s'ince S

is

may be

in

(4.1

)

calculated numerically

known experimental'ly and

F

is

an analytical

form; the derivatives
òTrrl/èa,

= \'dx's(*' ) *.0(*-*' ;[a,,...,url)
J

may be

form,

calculated likewise. Thus,

it is perfectly

even though

serviceable as

a

T js not an anaìyticaì

least-squares test functjon.

Apologia The

(a)

merits of the above approach to instrumental correctjon, are:

The method

is

s'imp1e, requìrìng only minor modificatìons

to

an
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operational non-linear least-squares computer program.

(b)

of data processing is

The amount

m'inimized,

correction and f ittìng are camied out in the

(c)

of

The prob'lem

underdeterminatìon

convergence probìems
ì

in that

instrunlental

same operation.

is elimjnated.

Thus, no

new

arise that were not 'inherent in the iterative

east-squares f i tt'ing procedure.

(d)

The instrumental prof i I e S need on'ly be known emp.irica'l'ly;

it

does

not have to be approximated by any particular analytìcal form.
The obv'ious

recovered, onìy

limitation js that the actual unfolded spectrum is

its

best

fit to the particular

F.

model

not

The quality

of the information acqu'ired thus depends on a felicitous choice of model.
The subtle limitation is that meaningful fits can be expected
only if the function F is a good model, not only in the data ìnterval
over v¡hich the

fit is performed, but also, as far

beyond

the

edges

as S overlaps. In practice, hov/ever, th'is poses a problem only 'if

there are strong perìphera'l structures in the neighbourhood of the
spectral line of interest.
The

test function of (4.1) was adequate for the fittíng of poìarised

spectra, and hence for the determination of

of T(x)

lìro.

Further elaboration

was required, however, before the depoìarised spectra could

be treated, sjnce the analysis

of these spectra had to

compensate

for

stray 'light as well as for ínstrumental distortjon.

B.

The Problem
Because

0f Stray Ljght:

of the strong polarisation of the 992

.,n

]t

b.nrene I j ne,

experimental precaut'ions alone d'id not suffice to i sol ate the i sotropic

scattering component from the depolarised spectra.

Accord'ing'ly,

a
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comection was undertaken

in the anaìysis.

In the same

sp'irit that

informed the instrumental correction discussed above, this was accomp'lished
by a further modificat'ion
data were

fit.

I,,

became,

S*f (x;[u. ,...,uJ

r, (x)
where

This

of the test function to which the depolarÍsed

is

cI,,(x)

)

.

,

.(4.2)

is a new parameter,
(The new
optìniisation aìong with the a¡

the measured polarjsed spectrum, and c

subiect to least-squares

term remajns outs'ide the convolution, since the measured form

is already

instrumentaììy

distorted.)

The problem can

by ìeast-squares: T¿ is computable, since
èTr/

òa, is as before; àTr-/òc =I,, is

still

of

I,,

be handled

I,, 'is known experimentally;

known experìmenta]ly.

Treating c aS a least-squares parameter, one avo'ids the several
drawbacks, mentioned
measurement

of c.

in 8.4. of

Ch. 3, of making a single experimental

The calculated value

of c no longer depends on any

ratio used'in 8.4 of
Ch. 3, which might limit the accuracy of the calculation. There'is no
need to correct c for the change in grating efficiency with change
of polarisation. Legitimate variations in the value that c might
assume at different 'uemperatures or for different liquids, because of
index of refraction effects, etc., are no longer a matter of concern,
since a separate determinatjon of c is made for each new spectrum.
Final'ly, an i'mportant impl icat'ion to the conduct of the experiment, is
physicaì constants, such as the depolarjsation

that the

requ'irements

for the maintenance, betr¡leen

po'larised

and

of optical aljgnments, laser power, and anything
else that affects the intensity of the spectrum, are sonewhat relaxed.

depolarised scans,

One may, betvreen scanS, focus

the optics, adiust the laser output, jnsert
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neutral density

filters,

and change scanning rates

without having to adjust the value of c

with gay abandon,

explicìtly. All

these libertìes

in the course of the experìment.
Some a posteriorj justjfication for leavìng c as a free

vJere exercised

parameter,

to fixing ìts vaìue, emerged from the results of the fits,
whjch showed a strong tendency for c to rise as temperature dropped.
as opposed

One I

imitation of the method is that

it

would break down if the

isotropic and anisotropic lineshapes were closely simìlar. This is
because

c is

determined by reso'lv'ing the measured depolarised spectrum

into a linear combination of (S*Fr) and of I,,, the coefficients of
v¡hich cannot be specif ied def

I,,

in'iti ve'ly if the basi s functions (S"L

)

closely. But this would occur only
if [:. were smal'l in comparison to [ro , in which case Il. could not
be determined accurately, even Ín the absence of stray light.
Correction for frequency m'ismatch betleen polarised and depolarised spectra it is inrplicit in the foregoìng discussion, that in correcting the
depolarised spectrum for stray light, one must superpose the polarised
spectrum on the depolarised in such a manner that data of identical

and

resemble each other too

'l'ight frequenc'ies are

for the two spectra
and

it

was found

nratched

together. This requ'irement

were taken during separate scans

posed a prob'lem,

of the spectrometer,

(cf. B.3.of Ch. 3) that the indicated

frequency, at which

a given actual frequency would be read out, was not perfectly reproducible
betr,,reen

fìt,

scans.

when

Computer experiments revealed

that the results of

the

(+.2) was used for the test function, were quite sensitive

field relative to the other, even
-1
by .2 cm. , so that this considerat'ion proved quite critjcal.
One means that was contemplated to circumvent this difficulty,
to a del'iberate shjfting of

one data
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to

of the two spectra. Uncertainties
in the peak positions, due to statistical fluctuations in the data

vJas s'imp1y

match together the peaks

around the peak, could be suppressed by taking as the peak

of,

say, that part of the spectrum above half-maximum.

the centroid

It is not

certain, however, that the actual frequencies of the two peaks cojncjde

exactìy.

Some

evidence has been reportedsof a physical frequency

shift between polarised and depolarised peaks in liqu'id
Without a priori knowledge of whether such a phenomenon
this

peak-matching procedure would seem
A method

of correction was dev'ised,

phosphine.

occurs

in

benzene,

ill-advìsed.
which followed

in the same vein

as the correctjons which have a'lready been dìscussed: a further

modification of the test function, involving a new least-squares
parameter, was introduced. The term

its translate along the x-axís.

was replaced by

rr(x) =
where

b 'is a

cI,,(x) in the test function (4.2)

s*Fr (x;

A minor annoyance was

field

has been shifted relative

that the d'igìta'lly recorded

data

at discrete x-values, and (x+b) would generally fa]l

between two such

interpolation

became

subject to least-squares optimisation,

representing the amount by which one data

were taken only

test function

[ar,...,up] ) + cI,, (x+b) ,

new parameter,

to the other.

The

values. Accordingìy, I,,(x+b)

between

computability of

rr(x)

interpolation of I,,

was defined by f inear

the two data channels bracket'ing (x+b).
was thus

preserved. Bv, the

between channels

parametric derivat'ive òTr

/ò b

same

The

token, ljnear

yielded a presciptìon for the

:

ò[txl t¿(o"u)
ò
I,þ*b¡ --* c
=
àt

I,,(x,*¡ Ïi*1 -

I,,t*,)

T1
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x.. and x.*, are the data channels bracketing (x+b). lnloreover,
èL(x)/òc = I,,(x+b) , and àf/òa, is as before. Thus, tt(x) and
all its parametric derivat'ives are calculable, and Tr_(x) remajns a

r,rhere

jd least-squares test function.
The results of fits to the test function (4.3), indjcated a
systemat'ic bias of perhaps .5 cm.-t in the optimised b-values, from the
expected value of zero, and a comparable amount of scatter. The bias
m'ight be due to an optical vledge effect associated with rotation of the
val

poìarisation ana'lyser, which could sh'ift the frequency calibration

of the spectrometer.
backlash

The random component might

arise from

mechanical

ìn the grating drive of the spectrometer, which could render

the frequency ca'libration imperfectly reproducible on different

scans.

Some

uncertainty ì ingers, however, as to the origin of this

frequency mismatch.
One

might understandably incl ine toward skept'ic'ism of the val idity

of introducing

new parameters.to

the test function in, as

it

urere,

ad hoc manner. Any result'ing success in improving the qualìty

fit,

as measured by the value

of ?1 ruy

of

an

the

be challenged on the basis

not'it has genuine physicaì
'improve the fit, just by augment'ing the

that adding a new parameter, whether or
signif icance,
degrees

of

vri ì

I

-inevitably

freedom available

to the test function.

A case can be made, however, that the non-zero val ues
were obtaìned, are not merely an
parameter b was introduced

artjfact of the fit.

- that is,

when b was

of

b whÍch

Before the

effectively set to

fit results, wìth (4.2) as the test function, were typified
by those jllustrated'in Fì9. 4. It js evident from tlre fígure, that
there are intervals ín whìch the fìt departs significantly from the data.

zero

-

the
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o

J
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A'lso apparent

is a discrepancy

between

the data peak, and the position

fit to the peak of F, (not to be confused v¡ith a shift
which, as mentioned earlier, might be
between the peaks of I,, and I'
physical in orjgin). These features are accountable in terms of a
Such a
spurious frequency shift between the records of I, and I,,
shift could be expected to reduce the fit value of c from its true
value, s'ince the fit would scarcely be improved by adding the full
measure of i' in the wrong part of the depo'larised spectrum. A
assigned by the

reduction 'in c would tend unduìy to suppress periphera'l structures -

the isotope-shifted peak (a) on the
shoulder (b) on the

right -

left of Fig. 4, and the hot-band

rvhich are prominent

in the po'larised

spectrum, but which are diffused by reorientational broadening 'in the

depo'larised, and thus appearin the measurement

light.

of the l atter

mainly

is in harmony w'ith the observation
that the fit fal ls beneath the data in reg'ions (a) and (b). lrloreover,
the displacement of F, to the left, can be'interpreted as the v,ray in
which the fit should respond to a spurious shift of I,, to the right:
since the term cI,, in the test function would be too high on the right
and too low on the left of the peak regÍon, the fit would compensate
by making f too low on the right and too high on the left - ì.e., by
shifting Fr to the left. When b was introduced as a free parameter, the
fìt results for this same set of data were as illustrated in Fig. 5.
It'is evident that the most egregious features of the first fit have
through stray

been

el'iminated.

The

This expectation

positive value obtained for b 'is consistent

the above suppos'ition that
II

.

(2) -

w'ith

Ir¡ ir shifted to the right.

of I
by Deconvolution of I.* from Io,.,isj
The method discussed in I. requires separate fits to be performed
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on the poìarised and depoìarised spectra, before
By

contrast, the present

course

Il ruy be calculated.

method permits a determ'ination

of fitt'ing just the depoìarised spectrum.

difference between the two methods,

The

of

I in tt'r.

other salient

is that the present method requires

expìjcit correction to be made for instrumental effects, provided
that the instrumental profìle S is the same for both the polarised and
no

in the experiment by using
the same slit width for both spectra.) Stray light, however, was dealt
the depolarised spectrum. (This

vras ensured

wìth identically by the two methods.
The

as

test function to

follows. It will

be applied

to the depolarjsed spectrum, develops

be recalled that the anisotropic spectrum takes the

form
lat

4ì\is

so that

its

I.
- LSO

)k

I ôr

measurement, through an instnument

with transfer function S,

takes the form

. ¿\) s* (I i:o *T
s*Iclvr\s
tor
Because convolution

I'

is associative, this may be written

S*Iqh\s
0n the assumptìon

\

(S*I.
) *
Lso
'

I

that S'is the appropriate jnstrumental profìle for

the po'larised, as well as the depolarised spectrum, (S*Iïro ) may be
identifìed as the measurement I,, of the po'ìarised spectrum (insofar as,

for a strongìy polarìsed line,

one may'ignore

the small anisotropìc
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contribution to

I,, ).

Hence,

S*I.^,I*
.rnLS

lt

l,lith the inclusion of stray'light, which enters in the sarne manner as Ín

I.,

the measured form of the depoìarised spectrum
(x)

In
When

cI,,(x+b)

becomes

.

) (viz., a
is substituted for I* ,

a part'icular anaiytical form Fo. (*;[u,,...,uFJ

Lorentzian p'lus horizontal background)

one

obtains, in analogy to (4.3), the following test function against
which to

r,

fit the depolarised

Iu *Fo. (x;[a,,,...,urJ ¡

(x)

Since

I,, is

known

formally identical, the

in I.,

spectrum:

except that

I,,

+ cIx (x+b) ...(4.4)

experimentally, and sìnce (4.3) and (4.4) are

fitting

replaces

prob'lem

S.

is the same one encountered

(S no longer appears

explicitly

Ín

in I,,.) Accordingly, the
same deconvolution method whích was developed'in I.A. to extract F,
from its convolution with S, fiây again be applied, this time to extract
Fo. from 'its con vol uti on v¡i th I *
In the present case, the solution
Fo. (x; [ar,...,ãrJ ) of the least-squares probìem represents Io.
directly, whereas the solution F, in I. represented Io,nts. Thus, no

the test function, because it is

subsumed

further calculations are requíred to determine [.
The method

just described is

more general than

no speciaì assumpt'ions are made 'in regard

Peripheral structure

.

that of

to the 'isotrop'ic

I., in that

'lìneshape.

in the lìneshape therefore presents less of

a

problem. Certain ljmitations, however, ought still to be observed.
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t" that all structures u¡ithjn the line shape
,
have the same depolarisatìon ratio. While this may be well satisfìed
if the peripheral structure consìsts, Sây, in a hot band, it may be

The assumption

is

required

quite inappropriate

'if the structure arises from the overlap of

ne'ighbouring l ines corresponding

to d'ifferent vibrational

In actual calculations, the po'larised

spectrum must,

modes.

of course, be

to I ie within some finite interval. In prìnc'ipìe, the broader,
the better. in practice, the breadth of interval was decided on the
basis of computer experiments, in which the interval was progress'ively
broadened until the fit values of [ì"converged. The interval settled
upon was just sl ightly I ess broad than the depo'larised data 'interval
truncated

over whìch

the

fit

broader than the
found

was

performed. This interval was, of course,

slit function.

For

much

this reason, the present method was

to devour much more computertime than the

method

of

I
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CHAPTTR 5
RESULTS OF LINTi,lIDTH ANALYSIS

the results of our lìnewidth anaìysis. All widths

Here we present

quoted are
each

full

widths

at

half-maximum (Ft,lHM). The

linewidth, is the ìarger of the internal

error quoted for

and external

errors

t, th.

statistical uncertainty 'in
the individual spectral data, and the latter being determined by the
degree of "external consistency" of the body of data with the form
of test function to which it is fit.
In Table l. appear the results of analysìs by t4ethod (l), outlined
in I. of Ch.4. The reorientational linewidths were obtained from the
former being the error propagat'ing from the

rel ati

on

ttor
as discussed

in Ch. 4.

vrere thereupon derived,

f

The

- I;,"

correlation tinies and diffusion constants

respectively, fron

tor

-- (r"

and

D,-

= ftc'
6 [,

In the instance

where a comparison

poss'ible

for

[^,"-

- for

pure benzene

at

ß)

-1

wíth literature values

room temperature

-

our F{ethod (l

'is

) result

signif icant'ly exceeds those quoted by Gil len and Griffiths¿,

itz3 (The former authors f ind Il" = ¡.8 cm.-l
through separate fìtting of the polarised and depolarised spectra to
Lorentzians, as in our ltlethod (l ); the latter authors obtain
[ = Q.0 tl.o .,n]t by deconvolution of the poìar"ised from the

by Bartof

i

and

and Litov
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depoìarised spectrum, as

in our Method (2).)

of the experiment. Therefore, we shall base

over numerous repet'itions
no

further results on calculations using
Reference

will

The discrepancy pers'isted

be made, however,

Method

(l)

values

of [:".

to the isotropic linewidths

shown

jn Tablê 1." in the discussion (Ch. 7) of vibratjonal relaxation.

These

fittìng only on the structure-free side of
there is a hot band on the high-frequency-

l'inervìdths were computed by

the polarised spectrum:

shift side,

which v¡ould preternaturally broaden the linewidth estimate

if included. It'is

worth noting that the broadening effect

band on the depolarised spectrum was uncompensated

in

tt'lethod

the effect was removed from the poìarised spectrum. This

of the two spectra

nray be

of the hot
while

uneven treatment

partialìy responsíble for the aforementioned

error in the determination

of I

It

has been reported

4

,

however,

that the hot band, if not removed, contributes onìy about.2

to the total

(ì),

cm.-l

observed poìarìsed bandwidth. 0ur observations are

consìstent with

this.

The

effect of our treatment of the hot band, is

therefore quantitatively inadequate to explain the discrepancy.
The

results of analysis by l4ethod (2), which was outlined in

Ch.4, are presented in Table 2. Correlation times and diffusion
were again derjved from (2.22) and

(2.23b).

These

II.

of

constants

results are used in the

further calculations that arise in the discussion (Ch.6) of reorjentational
motì on.
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TABLE

Results

of

Method

(l)

Analys i s .

ri.

[li"

TEI4P.

(.*.-'

("K.)

l,lìxture

)

t
(cm. )

(

cml'

(

)

-lo

l0 x D!

psec.

(secl'

)

)

#l: fð= l.OO , fJ= 0.00 (pure benzene)
.l.791.04

?95

6. 84t. 44

295

7.74!-48
7.02!.46
6 .62!.44
7.74!.50
6 . 96t.40

I .68t.04
1.92t.03
.l.921.03

6.46L.44
6 .24!.44

2.06!..02

291
?87

283
280
279
279

Mixture #2: fs = .8'|
295
7.1?!.42
295

6 . 52t. 40

290

6.42L.36

286

7. 06È.50

282
277

6.38!.42
6.52!.44

273

6.921-.54

269

5

267

5. 78t.34

I'1ìxture

t"

Ç

.36+.32

#3: fu= .6?

295
295
288
281
?75
269
266

6.681.48

*f.=

fraction of

mole

7.16!.62
6.54!.42
6.04r.50
6.48t.48
5.66L.42
5.26+.38

2.02!.02
.l.981.03

2.02t.02

5. 061.44

2.1!.2

6. 06t.48

I .81.2

5. I 0t.46

?.1t.2
2.3!.2

4.70!.44
5.7?!.50
4.98!.40
4.40!.44
4.22!.44

8.0t.7
9. 5!.8
8. 0r,.

7

7.4!.7
9.0t.8

I .9+.2

7. B!.6

2.1!..2
?.4+.2

6.9L.7

?.5!.3

6.6t.7

5.56t.42

t.9!.?

4.92L.40

2.2!.2
2.2t.2
1.9!.2
2.2!.2
2.2!.2
2.0!.2
2.9t.3
2.6!.2

8.7!.7
7 .7!.6
7.5!.6

f" = ''19
I .561.06
I .59t.06
1.63t.06
I .57t,.04
I .65t.04
1 .68r.03
I . 67t.03
1.69t.03
.l.701.03

4.78!.36
5 . 50È,.50

4!.42
4.84!.44
5.26!.54
4.7

3. 661. 32
4. 081.34

f-1ô
, tc-.Jo
I .67!.03

5.02t.48

I .69!.03

5. 481,.62

1.78!.02
1.641.03
I .63t.03
.l
. 70t.03
1.72!.03

4.78!.42
4.40t.50

benzene

4. 86! .48

3.96!.42
3. 54i. 38

jn mixture; fc=

B. 61.8

7.5t.7
7.6!.7
B. 31 .9

5. Bt.

6.41.5

7.9!.8
B.6rl . 0

2.1!.2
1.9!.2
2.2!.2
2.4!.3
2.2!.2

7.5!-l
6

6t.8
6.2!.7

03t.3

mole

.91.8

7.

C1L')
L. t:-.J

3.

5

5. 6t. 6

fraction of
tetrac

carbon

hl ori de .

6l

TABLE

('r.

ftli

(cm:r

)

xture

xture

)

6t. 60
6.62t.56
6.861.70
7 .46!.68
7.10!.62
5.7 6!.44
5.86r.54
6.50r.58
6.20t.54
6.60r.64
5.76t.52
6. I

6.201.56
#5 :

f.

=.2.l

274

7.92!.94
7.40r.50
7.24!.50
6 .98t. 44
6.54!.44

266

5. 601.40

260

6.06t.40
5.78!.48

295

295
28B

281

252

t.

R

' rÊo

-ì0

l0 x Dr
(sec:t

(cmlr )

(

I .461.04

4. 701. 60

2. 3t .3

7.4L.9

I .48t.

5. I

4t.

2.1t.?
2.0t.3

B.lt.9

(crnìl

)

psec.

)

)

#4: fu=.4? ) fc =.58

295
295
288
288
281
275
275
269
263
263
258
258
l,îi

(Cont'd)

ll

R"

TTMP.

l.

04

56

B.4tl

I . 50t.04

5. 36t. 70

1.46t.04
1.47!.02
1.62!.02
I . 58i.03

6

l.Bt.2

9.411 . I

8.8t1 .0

1.621.03

4 . B8t. 58

1.9!.2
2.6!.3
2.5!.3
2.2!.3

1.62t.03
I .68t.04
I .65t.04

4. 5Bt. 54

2. 31.3

4.92L.64

4.12!.52
4.52!.56

2.2!.3
2.6!.3
2.3!.3

1.201.04

6.72t.94

1.6!.2

I

I . 20t.03

6.

20t.

1.7+.1

9.

I .25t.03

5.98t.50
5.76!.44
5.28!.44

2.0!.2

9.01.7
B. 3t. z

4. BBt. 40

2.2L.2

7.7!.6

0 . 691. 05

5.36t.40

B.

0.64t.06

5. I 41.48

2.0!.?
2.1!.2

I .691.05

, f"

.00t.68
5.62!.62
4 .14!.44
4.28!.54

.I

6.5t.7
6.7t.9
7 .7!.9
7.2!.9
7

.7L1.4

6.5t.8
7.1t".9

=.79

1.22!.03
1.27t.03
0. 73t.06

50

r

.

Bt.2

I . Br..l

9

0.6t1

7t.8

.4t.8

4t.

6

B.lt.

B

.5
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TABLE 2

Results of t'lethod (2) Analysis.
TEMP.

('K. )

Mixture

lôr

t"

(cm:')

(psec.

(secll

)

2.44t.26
2.55!.29
2.65!.?8
2.58t.38
2 . I 9t.3.l

6.82!.72
6 . 53t.75
6.28t.66

2.81!..37

5.94L.79

2.681.48

3.96t.71

3.02!.44

3. 511.51

4.21!.75
4.7 4t.69

4.341.46

295

4. 1 61.48

291

280

4.00t.42
4.12!.60
4.84t. 68
3.78t.50

279
279

287

283

290

286

4. 0Bt. 56

2.49!.29
2.53!.25
2.87!.33
2. 60r.36

282

3. 56t. 46

2. e81.39

277

4

.041.41

273

269

3.62!.54
2.82!.40

2.63!.27
2.93!.44

267

3. 341. 40

#2:

295
295

Mixture #3:

295
295
288
281
275
269
266
*f,=

mole

6 .47

!.94

7.6011.07

f*=.81 ,

f"=.'19
4.26!.50
4.20t.42
3.70t.4?

Itli

)

#l: fu*=l.00, fj=g.00 (pure benzene)

295

xture

-lo

l0 x Dr

6.69!.79
6.601.66
5. Bl

t.

66

r. BB
5.59!.7?

6 .41

6. 35r.64

3. 761. 53

5.69t.84
4.43t. 63

3. I Bt. 38

5.

?.42!.42
3.44!.54

6.B8tl.l9

2.82L.36

5. 9l

3. 341. 69

5.00t1 .04
5.651.75

25!.

63

f*=.62 , f.=.38
4.381.76
3.081.48
3.761.48

3.18t.66
3. 60t.48
3.36t,.44

2.95!.39
3. I 6t.41

3. 021. 50

3. 5l

fraction of

benzene

t.

ín mìxture;

4.84!.75

c

75

z8t. 69
4 .7 4!.79
5.

58

r-

t.

mole

fraction of

carbon

tetrachl ori

de .
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TABLE

("K.)
xture

t*.

Ç

Ttt'1P.

l4i

2 (Cont'd)

(cm. 1 )

(

psec.

l0-ÎCx Dr
)

(secl')

fu=.42, f" =.58

295

3. B8t6B

2.73!.48

6. 09!l .07

295

3.681.36
4.041. 86

2.BB!.28

5.78!.57
6.35t.l .35

275

3. 40r. 54

215

3. 501. 48

269

263

3.44t.54
3.52!.52

2.76!.53
2.60!.59
3. I 2t. 50
3.03!.42
3.08!.48

6.03t1 . I 6

281

3.84!.74
4.08t.92

3. 0l

263

4. 38r,. 70

5.53t.82
6.B8rl . l0

258

3. 781. 56

258

3.72!.54

2BB

288

Mi

xture

f

=.21.

B

f^

4.14t.84

295

4.901.

2BB

260

4.92!.60
4.98r.54
4. I 8t. 52
3.22!.44
4.16!.44

252

4. 561. 64

274
266

63t.

56

1.45

2.42!.39
2.81t.42
2.85!.41

6.41t1.45
5. 341. B5
5.

501. 75

5 . 401.

5

.941.

85

BB

5. B4t. 85

=.79

295

281

2.

56

2.56!.52
2.17!.25
2.16t.26
?.13!.23
?.54!.32

.73!.94
7.82t.85
6.57t.82

3. 301. 45

5. 06t . 69

2.55!.27
2. 33t. 33

6.

6.50t1 .32
7. 70r. BB
7

531.69

7.l6rl.0l
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CHAPTTR 6

- RIORIENTATIONAL MOTION
l,Jithin the scope of this chapter falls any information which was
obtajned from the lineshapes and linewidths of the reorjentational
spectra. In particular, we shall investigate the validity of the
rotational diffusion model proposed in IV. of Ch. 2, as a description
of the tumbl'ing motion of the benzene molecule about axes perpendicular
DISCUSSION

to the symmetry axis.

It

was seen

in IV. of Ch. 2,

how

a rotational Brownian motion

in the diffusion limit, leads to a Lorentzian ì'ineshape for

modelo

the

reorientational spectrum. The experimental observation of Lorentzìan
1Íneshapes

is,

then, at least consistent with such a diffusive

mechanism.

this observation unequivocally corroborate
the nlodel in quest'ion. 0ther, quite different reorientation models
By no means, however, does

have been propounded which I ikewise
An example

predict Lorentz'ian l'ineshapes.

is the van Vleck-Weisskopf collisíon-broadening theoryl ,

which postulates that molecules rotate freely between instantaneous

collision is suffic'ient]y violent to remove
all correlation between momenta before and after the event. This model
is app'lied on'ly to gases, but another due to Gordon2, based on the
coll'isions, but that

same

each

prìncip'le, has been appìied to liquids, and in

some cases

predÍcts

Lorentzian or near-Lorentzian f ineshapes. In such "'impact" models,
Lorentzian lineshape,

or, what is the same thing,

correlation function,

may

have

an exponential time

arise from the assumption that free rotations

a "lifetime", and that the

number

at time t, uninterrupted since time 0,
diffusjon

a

of rotors

whose motìons remain,

decays exponentia'l'ly 'in

model whjch we have discussed, on

t.

The

the other hand, v¡as seen to
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predict an exponential correlation function through the solution of

a

differential equation (2.13) that describes aggregate motion over a
ìarge number of elementary rotations, and that does not take exp'l'icit
of the relat'ive time durations of the indiv'idual rotational
steps. Superficially, at least, it appears coincidental that both

account

ìmpact and

djffusion

models should lead

linewidths obtained from the two models

sìgn'ifìcance. In

any case,

to Lorentzian lineshapes:

will differ starkly"in

the

physicaì

the fact that Lorentzian 1íneshapes

may

characterise the diametrically opposite processes of occasionally-

ìnterrupted free rotation Ín gases, and of small-step diffusive

reorientation in liquids, urgent'ly demonstrates that

some

criterion

apart from mere lineshape must be called upon, to resolve whether

rotat'ional diffusion is a valid description of the motion.

Two possible

criteria are appl ied below.

I.

The Hrydrodynamic Model:
The hydrodynamic model simply

relates rotational diffusjon constants

to the bulk viscosity of the fluid in question, by providing an estimate
of the microscop.ic friction constants which may be used in (2.26). It

is

assumed

that a molecule in solution

macroscopichydrodynamics

may be

treated in accordance with

- i.e., that the shearing forces resisting 'its

in the same way as they u¡ould be for a
macroscop'ic body immersed in a fluid.
For a macroscopic sphere of radius a, immersed in a continuous,
rotation

may be

calculated

homogeneous, and

stat'ionary medium, Stokes calculated

T

= Bfia=

(6. I

)
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where

\ is tne drag constant (as discussed

tensor reduces to a scalar

under V.

of

Ch

.2-

the drag

for a spherical body), and where?t is

the

viscosity of the surround'ing medium. Together with the relation (?.26)

friction constants, this affords the "Stokes E'instein" relation for the hydrodynamic djffusion constant:

between

diffusion

and

q = VT/ Brrâ3
Agreement between

(6.2) and the empirical diffusion constants,

'is usually construed as evidence supporting the rotational diffusion
modei

,t&t

Brownian

since the hydrodynamic model exp'l'icitly assumes

rotational diffusÍon in the calculation of q

smal

l-ang'le

.

is applicable to large partìcles in a medíurn
of small molecules. There is no nigorous proof that'it appìies also to
Hydrodynamìc theory

small molecules in a solvent of molecules of approximate'ly the

s'ize.

same

ìs generaììy acknowledged
to be satisfactory for macromolecules in a solution of small, light
molecules, its correctness is questionable e'lsevihere, sjnce, for most
lìqu'ids, the solute molecules are of roughly the same size as the solvent
l,Jhile the Stokes-Einstein calculation

molecules, and a1so, since most molecules are nonspherical 'in shape.
Aside from these relatively obvious object'ions, a doubtful viev¡

ent'ire approach

is

the

taken by Stee1e6, who poìnts out that the hydrodynamic

result is obtained by assuming that there is no slip
and

of

the surface of the body

- thus, 'it is

imp'lic'it'ly

between the
assumed

flujd

that the

of the body-fluid ínteractjon forces is sufficjent
to cause fluid molecules to follow the rotation of the body surface.

angular dependence

Some

(a)

amelioratíon

of

these deficiencies

Pem'int general ised Stokes' lar¡r (O.f ¡

is,

however, poss'ible:

for the sphere, to

deríve
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the frictional drag tensor of an elfipsoid in ternrs of the

medium

viscosity and the particle djmensions, again on the basis of

nracroscopic

frictional coefficient was found to be proportional
to viscosity, so that, by (2.26), each of the principal djffusion
hydrodynamics. tach

constants depends inversely on viscosjty

(cf.

(6.2) ).

(b) Attention has been drawnS to the possibility of accommodatíng
Steele's objection, noted above. l^Jhile acknow'ledg'ing that the usual

"stick" or "no s'lip"
calculation,

ffiây be

boundary conditions, applied

in the hydrodynamics

inappropriate, the authors of Reference B. consider

there to be some evidence, that the Stokes-Einste'in approxÌmation holds
more genera'l'ly than would be expected from

molecular dynam'ics calculationrg,

its derivation.

Recent

for ìnstance, indicate that if

"s1ip"

rather than the usual "stick" boundary conditions are used, the

translatjonal self-diffusion coefficjent changes from D=kT/1rfatt to D=kT/41ia4,
wh jch 'is the corect result for hard-sphere f I uids. The correspond'ing

of the Stokes-Einstein result for rotational diffusion
constants, however, does not appear yet to have been attempted in the
mod'ification

I i teratu ne.

(c)

I{icroviscosìt.v Theor.y - This

fairly

straightforward extension of

the basic hydrodynamìc theory has been applied wÍth

some success,

in

the

of reorientational correlation times obta'ined from NMRs and
Raman+'u experiments. Gierer and l,Jirtzto postulated a model for a
spherical molecule of radius a, surrounded by concentrìc solvent shells
of thickness 2b, obtaining
synthesis

= gnrl(t) ao{"
t
[o]*(r*hi=] is referred to as the "microviscosity correctjon"

\

where I-F
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to Stokes'law (6.1). For a neat ìíquid one has b=a,

whence the

"microviscosìty" diffusion constant:

Dr=
The

kT/I

=

6.125

l.T /8rasrL

factor 8Ía3 is recognised as 6V.,

where V*

is

the volume of a s'ing'le

is calculated by assumìng that Avogadro's number
of hexagona'l'ly cìose-packed spheres (fill ing 74% of space) occupy the
molar volume M"/p, where Mo, is the molecular weight of the pure solute
and p its density. Then, V^=.74MrlNg .

molecule. Usually V*

N

(6.3)
The

calculation of

V,,.

on the basis

of spherical

molecules represents

a

tl

et al . have suggested that the resul t
(6.3) for D, may be too large for nonspherical, elongated molecules, and

seri ous assumpti

recommend

than

the

unity.

successfu'l 1y

appl

I^Joessner

ication of a multipl'icative comection factor less

l,'lithout such correction, however, (6.3) has been found

to predict diffusion constants for reorientations that one

would expect,
Examples are

on.

in virtue of molecular geometry, to be high'ly

hÍndered.

the diffusion constants D" assocìated with tumbling

motions

(reorientations of the symmetry axis) of benzene+, acetonitriles,
methyl

iodjdet¿. For these same molecules,

on the other hand,

found that (6.3) grossly underestimates the diffusìon constants

it

and

is

D,,

associated r.rìth spinning motìons (reorientations about the symmetry

axis).

Th'is observat'ion

is in accord with the expectation that mot'ions

about a symmetry axis should be less hindered, and should therefore

the "slìp" boundary condit'ion. A more probable ìnterpretation
however, ì s that such motìons are not 'in the d'iffus jon I irnit at al I .

approach
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All the above variants of the basic hydrodynamic theory preserve
the inverse dependence of D* on viscosity as temperature changes. The
mod'ify'ing factor, however, 'is qujte model sensitive; 'in pract-ice, the

in ìt offer sufficient latitude to overlap
any diffus'ion constant measurement taken at a single temperature. It has
therefore been suggested o thut a more meaningfuì test of the hydrodynamic
theory, is whether it correctly predicts the temperature dependence of

adjustabìe parameters absorbed

a diffusion constant.

From

this standpoint, the various

all

hydrodynamic

in that all predict an inverse
dependence of D,. on'[(T). The test usual]y reduces to a comparison of
"activation energìes", the significance of which is explajned below.
theories discussed above are

Activation

Enerqy:

The usual manner

constant

is

is

in which the temperature

characterised,

D(T )

vlhere Eo

as one,

Do

is

by

dependence

of a diffusion

fitting it to an Amhenius relatjon:

exp(-Eq/kT)

the so-called "activation energy", and k

constant. This relationship tt is

is Boltzmann's

unabashedly phenomenologica'1, and

in fact is more compatible with a d'iffusion model we have not entertained
- viz., the "activated jump" model - than w'ith the Brownian motion model
we have

considered. (The activated jump modeì 'is generai'ly believed

to be more appiicable to rotation in solids than in liquids,

except

strongly hydrogen bonded liquids 'like water.) The motivation

for

1

the

Arrhenius relation,

in the jump model context, is at least transparent.
If it js assumed that djffusion occurs in jumps over a potential barrier
Eq , then the frequency of such jumps ìs proportional to the probab'i'lity
that a molecule will

have

sufficient rotational energy to

surmount the
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barrier.

Hence

the Boltzmann factor exp (-tqlkT).

Aside from the probabi'lity that the jump djffusion pícture is

organically wrong in the case of present interest, the Arrhenius

relation is suspect on the grounds that the value of
temperature-dependent, especialìy

in which temperature

does

variation in density.

(If

Eo might

itself

in an experiment like the present

be

one,

not vary aìone, but also induces a concomitant
the average sÍze of interstices

between

molecules changes, the intermolecular potential changes, and probab'ly

a'lso En. ) Nonetheless,

if

Eq

varies but slorvly with T, the empirical

diffusion constant may conform reasonably we'lì to (6.4) over a limited
temperature

range. In practice, this is what is generally found.

Thus,

while one should be chary of interpreting the empirical value of En,

in a fit to (6.4), as an activation energy in the precise sense
l'ndicated above, this value is still a useful parameter for the concise
description of D(T) in a specific temperature range.
found

We

motions

evaluate the applicability of the hydrodynam'ic model to tumbling

of

benzene, by

fjtting

from I jnev¡idth ana'lysis,

resultant value of

En

the diffusion constants D, we have derjved

to the Arrhenius rela'uion, and comparing

wìth the value obtained by

fitting

the

the microviscosity

diffusion constant D, to the same relation over a s'imilar

temperature

of D, has been computed from (6.3), with available
literature values of benzene densjty p(T) t+ and of benzene-carbon

range.

The value

tetrachloride mixture viscosìtv11(T) tt

The

by app'ly'ing ìinear regression to the ìogarithm

1"0 =l*D"

Fo)T-'

fits
of

have been performed

(6.a):
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ís a measure purely of the temperature dependence
of D, as it vrould be unaffected by a change in the proportionaììty
constant Do. The act'ivation energ'ies for the varìous mixture proportìons
The value

of

Eo

are d'isp'layed below, the enrpirical values (from Dr(T)) in Table 3,

and

the hydrodynamic values (from Dp(T)) in Table 4. These results are
also p'lotted'in Fì9.6. The errors indicated, are the greater of the
'internal and external errors for the empiricaì results, and the external
errors for the hydrodynamic results (since the literature sources did
not state the errors of the p(T)

and

{(T)

data).

TABLE 3

Empìrical Activation Energies
l'1ol

e fraction

I .00

.81

.62

.42

2.3t.l.3 .l.4f.6 .7t.8

Eo(kca1./mole)

.?1

.7r.5

0.0r.5

TABLE 4

Hydrodynamic Act jvation Energies

Mole fraction
Eo

(kcal

.

I .00

.Bl

.36

.61

0. 00

2.86!.03 2"91t.03 2.97!.01 2.93!.02 2.86t.02

/mo'l e)

For pure benzene, the hydrodynamìc estimate of to agrees with the
experímentaì determination,

vlithin experimental

error.

But while

the hydrodynamic estimate remajns virtually constant with progressive

dilution, the

experimenta'l value decreases

strongly. Thus, our results

are consistent v,rith a diffusive rotational Brownian motìon model for
pure benzene, but

it

r'rould appear

that another

mechanìsm

is operative

'in benzene-carbon tetrachloride mixtures. Further consideration wili
be given in III. to the results for mixtures.
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Although, as indicated earlier, not too much significance should

to the numerical agreement of D. and D, at a singìe

attached

be

temperature,

it is nonetheless interesting to compare these values for pure benzene.
The experimental val ues appear

of the microvì

II.

scos i

ty

va'lues

(Fig. 7) to be 'in reasonab'le

prox'im'ity

.

L- test:

The

A second crjterion against which to judge the applicabi'lity

rotational diffusion model, 'is the 1(-test3. This consists in a

of the emp'iri caì reori entati onal correl ati on 1i¡1g Ï*.=1 /6D, for
about the

of

the

comparison

mot'ion

i'th axis, to the theoretical reorientation tìme tn =*Lx21rtt,/ff)å

for a free rotor, at the same temperature. (Both these times are defined
as the time for a symmetric-top orientational correlation function
(r't$(ol.S(Ðl> to fall off by the factor dt . S'ince this occursre
when

the symmetry axis has reoriented through a net angu'lar d'ispìacement

of 4lo, t* is just the tìme taken by an "average" free rotor, for
å1,"1

=

which

kT/¿ , to rotate throush 4l ". )-

One

defines the parameter l,by

L,=þ=,,3o=(S\å
, t+ 4lrþ\ L../

(6.b)

It is clear that a value ofT.i much larger than unity is expected if
reorientation about the i'th axis is diffusive: for; 'if the direction of
rotation changes randomly in the course of a small angular

dísp'lacement,

total angular dìsplacement !fñtåt executed during a net
reorientation of 4lo, wìll be much'larger than 4lo, and will correspondingly
then the

occupy a much longer time than a

free rotation through 4lo

sìgnificance of ?. can, moreover, be made quantitative: in the
diffusion lim'it, it bears a simple relation to the size of an jndividual
The

{f
D,

Df

I
rempero.uure d*p*nå*n"e
-ñaqr*L¡cóiltg (Dp)
o$ th*
CI.n,}. 'bhe ernplrrcol ( DJ
Ài$$'usion constarrts,
To" ¡ure heneene.

fIG.7

I

z*5

Õ

.ll

t<)
d,

looo

/

T ("K)

3.5
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step. To see this, one supposes that the direction of angular
monlentum is randomised at the end of each step. It follov,rs readiìy
that the angular momentum correlation t'ime is just the mean time duration
of a s'ingle angular step. From (2.25), then, the mean duratjon of an
angular

anguìar step about the

ì'th axis is

ri = I./1,
of the mean anguìar step size, we multiply this
duratjon by an expectation value 6.for the i'th angular velocity component.
l,Je assume that, during a diffusive step, oris distributed as it would
be for an ensemble of free rotors. Under such cond'itjons, it was found
in V. of Ch. 2 that

To realise an estimate

(

= kT/ Iï

"i)

Accordjngly, we use for
mean angu'l

ar step

s

j

t¡.

I

the r.m.s. value of

ui;

our estimate of the

ze i S

(re)=t.6r=tH )u
Recalling (2.26), v¡e obtain ('in r ad

(xo) = D,eol*
Comparison

with (6.5) reveals that

(ae)=
tnlith a vìew

nature

(#tJ'=

11?9

to interpretation of the value of

of the reorjentatíon process, the following,

arbìtrary, guidelines

(6.6)

L¡

have been suggesteds:

Ï... ìn terms
more

of

or less

the
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< z.s
2.5 < \< 4.2

"inertial

4.2 < a,

d'if f us ì ve reori entati on.

1(

"

Using the values

" (free rotor)

behaviour;

j ntermediate" region;

of

Dr displayed'in Table

2,

and

a literature valuett

for the inertial moment of a benzene molecule about an axis perpendjcular
to the symmetry axis, we have found, for pure benzene, that the value
ofT ranges from about 5.6 at 295'K. to 8.8 at 279oK. These results
strongly support the view that tumb'l'ing reorientations in pure benzene
are diffusive in nature. By (6.6), the mean angular step sizes range
from about.042 radians (=2.4o) at 2950K., to about.026 radians (=1.5o)
at ?79"K.
Interpretatíon of the results of the t-test for CuHn-CCl* mixtures,
however, poses a quandary. It w'ill be recalled from I. that the
hydrodynamic model

did not

compare favourably w'ith

the experimental

results for mìxtures; thus, the diffusion hypothesís v¡as not supported
by this comparison. But it 'is apparent that the emp'irical value of
Dr, and hence of

t , at room temperature, does not change s'ignificantìy

w'ith benzene concentration. According to the present criterion, then,

if rotational diffusion provides a valid

descript'ion of reorientation

it for rnixtures at room
temperature. The tendency of t to rise as temperature falls, however,
in pure benzene at

room temperature, so must

is markedly less pronounced in the mjxtures than in pure benzene; the
temperature trend is ín fact essentialiy flat for the most dilute
(21% benzene) mìxture studied. Thus, d'iffus'ìve reorientatìon js not
so strongly'indicated

in the m'ixtures as in

pure benzene,

at

lower
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temperatures.

It

nray rveì1 be

the case that the angular step size cannot

be

inferred so relìably from (6.6) for nríxtures, as for pure benzene.
shape

of a CClo. molecule is

more

nearly spherica'l than that of a

nrolecule; therefore, the interaction forces between a C.H. and
ne'ighbourìng CC'lo molecule, due

CuHn

CnHn

a

to steric hindrance by one molecule of

the reorientations of the other,
the forces betleen two

The

will

be

less impuìs'ive in nature than

molecules. For thís reason, the pìcture

of discrete anguìar steps terminated instantaneousìy by an interactíon
that randomises the angular momentum of the rotor, to which we appea'led

in the derivation of (6.6),

flâ.y be

a poor model of the situation for

mixtures. Accordingìy, we deem it a nroot point, whether the resu'lts

of the t-test indicate diffusive reorientation in the mixtures.
F'inally, we investìgate an alternative model to rotational diffusion,

to rationalise the temperature

III.

dependence

Dynamically Coherent Reorientation

of D, in the mixtures.

-

The SDFR Model:

A theory has been advanced by Steelutu to treat motion
opposite theoretical Iim'it to rotatjonal diffusion
damped

free rotat'ion"

(SDFR)

in the

- viz., the "slightly

model. This model postulates "dynamically

coherent" reorientation, in which the angular velocity component under

consideration remaíns constant over a long period

of time. It

has

been

appìied successfully to the spinning motìons (reorientations about the

ìodid"'", for
wh'ich, as mentioned in I., the diffusion model was found to fail. The
motivation for applying the SDFR model to tumb'lìng motjons of benzene
in CnHn-CClo m'ixtures, is iust the reason cited in II. above, for which
the results of the t-test on mixtures are suspect: one no longer expects
symmetry

axis) of

benzene4,

acetonitrjle5,

and methyl
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angular steps

to

be terminated by sharp, instantaneous changes

ín anguìar

velocity.
The

result of the SDFR theory,

is the reorientational correlation

î".

=

gennane

to our present consjderatìons,

time

$ x zn(+)à

,

is nere'ly the t'ime taken by a free rotor w'ith angular velocity
{(-ri} =(r.Vt,")+ to execute a rotation through the correlation angle 4l o
which

about the

i'th axis.

The correspondjng

diffusion constant, by (2.?l), Ís

D=#""=*+(+)=
It

at the outset that the diffusion constant
predícted by (6.7) is about five times too large to match our empirjcal
resujts for tumblíng motions of benzene. Dismissal of the sDFR
should be noted

hypothesis on

this basis, however,

may be

premature.

It is

interesting

to evaluate the sDFR model, as we did the hydrodynamic model, in respect
of the temperature dependence it predicts for Dr. As in I., we shall
the activation energy value pred'icted by our model, with the
empirical results shown in Table 3.
compare

To derive the

SDFR

activation energy, one takes the logar.ithm of

(6.a):

l*D
so

= ln D.

thar _? =

From

- þT-'

,

¡|rT (r^D)

(6.7) one has

lnD

¡*

30
= in ( +1.ir Ii

)

+

ålnT.
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E* = -þ

Hence,

(rnr)

*ñ

KT

for a s'ingle rotor,

?-

r

0r

at

3r
z

td.

room

.29 kcal. per moìe of rotors,

temperature. This value

is

consistent with the experimental

results (fa¡le 3) for the three lowest benzene concentrations.
reckoning,

it

appears reasonable

with decreasing

By

thís

to'interpret the observed trend of

benzene concentration, as an approach

E*

to the free

rotor I imit.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION

-

VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION

In this chapter, our concern is with the 'information

recumbent

in the isotrop'ic scattening, available to us (cf. (2.5b) ) through the
polarìsed spectrum. The structure of the isotropic spectrum, as shown
by (2.10a),

is

governed by the time

vibrational coôrdjnate.
due

to the loss of

such

Broaden'ing

correlation of the appropriate

of the isotropic spectrum, then, is

correlation, which occurs as a result of

vibrational relaxation. Accordingly,

we may

obtain from the isotropic

ìineshape, information about the time scale on which such relaxation
processes take

p'lace.

Contemporary understandjng

relaxation mechanisms is not great'ly
present treatment

will

advanced

t;

of vibratjonal

.onruquent'ly, the

be largeìy qualitative.

Isotropic lineshapes were found to conform well to a Lorentzian,
when

fitting

was performed on

the structure-free side,

instrumental correction vras essayed
Ch.

4.

The

Table '1,

isotropic I inew'idth

and

v¡hen

in the manner outl'ined in I.A. of

(F[^JHM)

for the various temperatures

resultr Ii," are recorded in

and benzene concentratjons at

which the experiment was performed. Also, the results are presented

graphical'ly in

Fig.8,

where

linear fits

have been superimposed to

illustrate the temperature variation of {l. at

each

concentration.

Over

the limited temperature range studied, the data were generally found to
be supportìve only

of,

and adequately described

by, ô linear

fit.

One

notable exception was encountered: the 21% benzene linewidth suffers
an

abrupt reduction as temperature falls

due

belov¡ about 270"K. Thìs

ìs possibly

to a change in the nature of the solutjon resultìng from the onset of

dimerjsation;

it

should be poìnted out, however, that our experinlents
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were apparently confined
was not expected

to a temperature

range with'in which djnlerìsat'ion

to occur (cf. 8.5. of Ch. 3),

of our temperature

and

that the accuracy

measurements was confirmed by observations

of

the

freezing points of the various solutions. Finally, the concentration
dependence

line

of

[0, at 295"K., is pìotted in F'ig. g, and a regression

to illustrate the trend.
The gross patterns evident in the linewidth results are as follows:
superimposed

(i

)
(ii¡
(iiì)

At a given concentrat'ion,l]o

decreases

wjth increasing temperature.

At a given temperature,[o decreases as concentration
The slope

dli./¿f

decreases sharpìy upon

decreases.

initial dilution with

CCI+, but remains roughly constant thereafter (Table 5):
TABLE 5

S'lope

Mole

fraction

CnH.

t03xdf,"2¿r(cm]'/"K.)

of [.0 vs. temperature

I .00

.Bl

.62

.42

.21

| -rz.t+. -4.st.B -5.9r2.1 -6.1t. s

-z.BLz.z

(i) has been noted previously in the case of pure CH¡I by tJrìght
??
et a'l .-, and by Campbell et al.- Trend (i j) has been observed by
Trend

Griffiths et al.+ for
The ìmplications

CnHn

in solution with

of these trends will

C.Du.

be explored

jn following

(III. and IV.). Prel'im'inary to this, however, we undertake
a crjtical examination ('in I.) of our linevridth measurements, and
discuss (in II.) the v'ibrational relaxation mechanisms, in terms of
sections

wh'ich the observed linewidth trends may be rationaljsed.

I.

The Linewidth Measurement:

Since numerous measurements of the jsotropìc linev¡idth

of the 992 cm]l

rôôhr\ te*nçerature

dt
t.'1*

1.0-

1.1-

L- r.z-

¿4a

d
.--¡ 1.ï-

í-l-

€,.*

cú.

tk* itotroplc I Lne.,"¡.åth ,

"-Ç
.

t À.-

)d t'n[n
dr ts-

o

C o n..unt rotto *r. Å" g* n,l."nr*

rlG. s

l"ìole

.10

,eo

$ro,.tlon teneene

,60

BI

benzene

ìine appear ìn the literature, it js in order to

results, in instances

compare our

this ìs poss'ible, with available literature
values. l,Je have done so, for pure benzene at RTP. One encounters a
disconcerting degree of variation among reported values of thjs vi'idth.
earl'ier

The

where

nieasurementsu

*.aa performed wjth mercury arc excitatjon

sources, and yielded widths around l.B cm]l

It

should be noted that the

of the excitation line, relative to the benzene line in question,
would render unavoidable the use of a deconvolution technique, accurately
breadth

to recover the true benzene lineshape, 'if

such a source were used.

Frenzel et a.l.6, usìng laser excitation and carefully adjusted monochromator

slits,

found

[lo= 1.5 cmlt

Clements and Stoicheffz have made

a

hìgh

resolut'ion interferometric measurement with laser excitat'ion, and

have

-1
Griffjths
lt o = 2.15t.15 cm.'

, using ihe "zero slit-width
extrapolation" (ZSt) method (cf. I.A.l. of Ch. 4), has obtained

found

cmlt

Çso

= 2.24t.1

for

pure benzene i,

assumed

at

ljnear

The we'ighted average

[.

= 1.74 t .03

of our room temperature results

.*.-t; if

vre average through the

dependence on temperature, usíng

getf*= 1.77 t.06 cm]t
Desp'ite first appearances, v/e consider

the regress'ion result

295oK., we

our determination to

cons'istent wìth the laser excitatìon results

careful account is taken of what
experìments. The

of Ch. 4,

ZSE method

may be expected

p'lus the dif

condjtjons

to

of

References

contemporary

overestimate

laser

monochromator

7.,

of Griffiths, as pointed out 'in I.A.l.
[]oby the laser linewidth

Raman

Under

the

usual

experjments, the width

argon ion laser I ine 'is about 0.lS cm.-l and

of the double

and

is actually measured jn the several

fraction I im'it of the monochromator.

of

4.

be

of

the

the d'iffraction I im'it

is about 0.25 cmlt

Therefore, the

ZSE

when
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estimate
removed

is

approxiniate'ly 0.4 cm.-' too

h'igh. Griff iths has,

hovrever,

the broadenìng contrìbution of the 993 cmll hot band on the high-

frequency-shjft side, by fitt'ing only on the structure-free (low-shift)

side.

l,Je

have adopted

the same strategy in respect of the hot

and therefore expect our nleasurement, from whjch
broaden'ing have been removed by deconvolution,

on'ly by the 0.4 cm.-t inherent'in the ZSE
good agreement

band,

laser line and slit

to differ from Griffiths'

estimate. Our result

is

jn

with this expectation. Clements and Stoicheff, on the

other hand, apparentìy do not remove the 993 cmlt hot band; our results
were

similar to the Stoicheff value when fittìng

was performed over the

entire profile, rather than on the structure-free side, so that the
band would seem to account

for the discrepancy in this case.

for the extremely low value obtained by Frenzel et al.

hot

The reason

remains unclear.

II. Vibrational Broadeninq lvlechanisms:
lulany

models have been proposed

among polyatomic

ìn

gases and

pro..rr.t

molecules.B

for vibrational energy transfer

One mechanism

often considered dominant

liquíds 'involves a vibration-translation (V-T) transfer

A rapid intramolecular transfer

of v'ibrational energy Ís

thought to maintain an equ'ilibriun energy distribution among the
fundamental

vibrational

modes

of an exc'ited molecule. During a coll'ision

v¡ith another molecule, the total vibrational energy undergoes

a

vibration-to-translation relaxation process through the lowest energy
vibrat jonal mode. The process has been widely studied, espec'ia1'ly
through ultrasonic methods.s

Litovitzl0

model, which has provided a basis

Griffiths+ has recently
be operatjve

has developed a binary collision

for elucidation of this

suggested

process.

that another mechanism

in the liquid phase. At high densjties,

may also

where the t'ime

Q2
UJ

between

collisions

becomes

short, intermolecular v'ibration-to-vibratìon

(V-V) energy transfer may dominate the energy cascade. During a coì l'is'ion
between two molecules,

vibrational energy will be more readiìy transferred

from an excíted energy level

other,

if the two levels

of

one molecule

to a lower level of

involved are close together, than

if

the

they were

widely spaced. The energy d'ifference would be transferred to translatìonal
energy

if thìs interaction were successful.

Griffíths
in mixtures of

has provided an

illustration of the latter

C.Ha and CsDe. The

mechanism

linewidths of the D"fundamentals for

pure C.Hn and pure CnDa, at room temperature, were measured to be 2.24 cnlr
and 1.52 cm.{ respectively; the difference 'is larger than would be expected

for

two such similar molecules,

prevai'led. In

ìf

only the V-T relaxation

C*Ha, there are two vibrat'ional energy

and Ðrr(970 cm.-l), sl

ightly

below

the

D*

(992 cmll

)

mechanism

levels,

ìeve'l

.

D?(ggS cmll)

These nearby

levels might g'ive play to the V-V mechanism. By contrast, in

CnDn,

the closest level to the tz(945 cmltl level is the higher )6 (963 cmlt)

level; no other CnD. levels lie'in the immediate vicinity, either of
the !"level of CnD*, or of the >"level of CuHu. For this reason, it is
expected that the V-V relaxatjon mechanism will be important on'ly 'in

collisions. Gríffiths
proposes that the V-V process, operating preferentially in CuHu-CnHn
coll'isìons, accounts for the difference between the linewidths of pure
CcHc-C6Hu

collisíons, not'in

C.H6-CèD6

CnH. and pure CnDn. To support

the isotropìc

D. I

or

C.Du-C.D"

this poìnt of view,

he has measured

inewidths of both spec'ies 'in C.Hn-C"D. mixtures,

a function of relat'ive concentration. The observed result
C6Hc

linev¡idth depends linear'ly on the nlole fractjon of

the C"DG I inev¡idth remains constant. Extrapolated to

as

is that the

C6Hg, while

0% C6Hà, the

84

C6Hc

linev¡idth equaìs that of CnDn. A tidy synthes'is of these results

is provìded by Griffiths' proposal. At high C.Ha concentrat'ions,
numerous CnHs-CnH. coll js'ions

occur, both the V-V and V-T mechanisms

contribute to vibrational relaxatjon in CnHn.

of such col I isions
hence
Such

The

where

Upon

d'ilution, the

number

undergone by a gíven C*Hn mo'lecule dim'inishes, and

also the contribution of the V-V

mechanism

to

C.Hu relaxation.

collis'ions are, however, ìargely rep'ìaced by CuH.-C.Dncoìlísions

structural similarity of

C*H. and CsD6 impels the expectation, that

the probability for a C.H. moìecule to undergg V-T relaxation during
a collisìon,
u C¿lt or a
the

C.HG

is

independent

CaDn

of whether the other collis'ion partner i

molecule. Thus, the V-T broadening contribution to

linewidth should be independent of concentration. The net

effect of dìlution is that, overall, collisions

become

less efficient in

inducing CnHn relaxat'ion, since one mechanìsm declines ìn importance,

while the other remains the same. Associated with this reduction in
relaxation efficiency is an increase in vibrat'ional lifetime, and hence
a decrease 'in CnH" l inew'idth. At inf inite dilut'ion (0% C6H6), the
V-T mechanìsm operates exclusively, and the sl'tuation,

is 'identical to that which governs C.Da relaxation

for

CnH.

relaxation,

throughout the

concentration range. Hence, the two I inewidths should intersect at

infín'ite dilution; this is in accord and Griffiths' observations

III.

Concentration Dependence

0f

Benzene
CCI

*

4Relaxatjon Rate In C.H.-

Fiìx-uures:

for the u. line of benzene 'in CnHu-CC'lo
mÍxtures, afford a further opportunity to examine Griffiths' hypothes'is.
In Fìg. 9, Ç,o appears as a functìon of C.Hn concentrat'ion, at 295"K.
(ffre ind'ividual poìnt p'lotted for each concentrat'ion was read off the
The present l'inew'idth data

85

temperature trend

line (Fig. B) for that concentration,

directly from Table l.)

As

with the

Griffiths, a linear trend emerges.
line is

and

not

taken

C6HC-C6D. system examined by

The equation

of this

regression

l-

li.o = (l.llt.04) + (.647t.067)f

where

f is the mole fraction of C.Hn.

Similarly, performing 'lìnear regressìon on Griffiths' data for
the C.H. I inewidth in C.Hn-

C.Dn

mixtures, we obtain

f.*=1.52+.742f.
A comparison of these two trend lines

ìs interesting

on several

counts. First, the two slopes match within experimental error.
the rapidity of víbrational relaxation
cases, on the frequency

entjre range of

Il*

and

f,

of

CaH6- C6HÈ

depends

Thus,

símilarly, in the two

collisions.

Second, over the

the difference between our (regression) value for

that of Griffiths is rough'ly constant, at about 0.4

This observat'ion confirms our

comments

in II.

cm.-l

regard'ing the overestimatìon

of ljnewidth inherent in the ZSE method. Third, both C6H6-C6D6 and
C6H6-CCl+

collisions apparentìy y'ield similar relaxation rates.

De-excitation of the

l. level of CnHa is, therefore, presumably insensitive

to the details of the interact'ion wjth these two different partners.

is cons'istent with the usual view that,

This

sìnce the most auspìcìous

condition for a successful V-T interaction'is a particularly vjolent

collision,

enough

distortion of the colliding molecules is apt to

occur

that their equilibriuni structural details are, so to speak, forgotten
during the interaction.

B6

IV.

of the Relaxation

Temperature Dependence
From Tabìe

5, it is

apparent

for all concentrations of

CnHa.

it

initial

decreases sharp'ly upon

Rate:

f ô /dT 'is negatìve
For pure C6H6, its magnitude is largest;
that the slope

d

d

j lution, but changes on'ly moderately

thereafter.
To ìnterpret
mechanisms,

rnte

this behaviour in relation to possible relaxation
of pure CH'I given by Campbell,

have followed a treatment

F'isher, and Jonass. These authors have found

in the case of

CH'I

that the relaxation rate l/t*,u (- t ) decreases as temperature
jncreases. In analys'ing their results, they invoke the binary collision
model

of Litovitzto for" the V-T process.

relaxat'ion rate may be expressed
I
t/

where

to th'is model, the

as

q-.(r)n I t-exp(trùrr)]

-.
vl,b

According

,

N'is the coll'isìon frequency and P,_o is the probab'iìity

"hard" collision that a molecule in the
havìng frequency Ð

probabifity

densìty. It

Pr-o

is

wilì

go

assumed

first

excited vibrational state

to the ground state
to

has been shown

be a function

per

of

upon

coìlision. The

temperature but not of

tt thut the harsher or

more sudden the

interaction, the higher is the probabiìity that a transit'ion will occur:
P*o js a strong function of temperature, and dPi-o/dT 'is positive.
To account

for their

T rises, despite the rise
L'l-.*p(hu/kT)l

),

Campbel

observation that the relaxation rate

falls

as

of (-o with T (and the concomitant increase in

l et al .

demonstrate

that the col I ision

frequency N may decrease with increas'ing temperature, because

of

a

in the molecular hard sphere djameter o-. Together w'ith the
decrease in density associated v¡ith a rise in temperature, a decrease
decrease

jn o- would 'impìy a l onger f ree path

between col I is'ions, and might

87

therefore result in a longer time between collisions and a lower
relaxation rate,

if

the counterva'iìing increase in

velocity did not predominate.

mean

translatjonal

That o- should decrease as temperature

rises, is expected in virtue of the finite slope the internlolecular
potential: because of this sìope, the jncrease in mean translational
kinetic energy that

to

accompanies

approach one another more

a rise in temperature, allows molecules

closely before reaching the classjcal

turning po'int. In view of the close packing of molecules in a liquid,

a smali change j¡ rma! represent a s'ignificant increment in the

free path

between

collisions.

campbeìl

et al.

mean

have calculated the

collision frequency N, as predicted by several models of liquid

dynamics

(the cell model, the Enskog model, and the J-d'iffusion model), and have
estjmated P,-o from gas phase studiess. They conclude

that,

as

at constant pressure, the increase in time between
collisionsrdue to the changes in density and hard sphere diameter,

temperature increases

prevails against the compet'ing rise in

Pr_o

we have treated our pure c.H" data
been unable

collision

model

accommodate

values

of

to elicìt

even

/dr

is

agreement

with the binary

for the v-T process. In order simultaneousìy to

the value of

dP.,-o

qualitat'ive

in a sìmilar fashion, but.have

lioat

295oK., and the sìope dÇ!"

must be postulated, whether the

cell

/dr,

model

negative

or

the

in the calculatjon of N. This negative result
reinforces the suggestion made earlier, that an unusual rel axati on
Enskog model

used

mechanism, such as

operative

the V-V process d'iscussed in

in C6H6-C6H6

and

III.

above, ís

encounters.

The mixture data 'is more
Upon

ii.

diff icul t to anaìyse,

dilution, the C.Hn-CnHa coìlisions

become

even qual

itativeìy.

ìess frequent and the

a)ô
Clcj

relaxation rate approaches a value, presumably characteristi-c of the
V-T nechanism. -t-or pure C.Ho, the large negative slope of dG"/At
suggests that the tenperature dependence of 'r,he relaxation rate is
governed prínarÍly b)' the behaviour of the collis-i on frequency, and
thai ihe transition probabi-lity for a V-V interaction j-s noi a
sirong function of ternperature. As the V-T process becomes
rel-atively more inportant v¡ith progressive dil-ution, dPt_e/dT, which
i.s positive, begins to offset dN/dT, v,rhich is negative, in deternining
the net slope d[i",/¿f : hence the observed reduction (Table 5) in
magnitude

of the slope, upon dj-lutiono
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CHAPTER B
CONCLUS IONS

0n the molecular dynamics

tetrachl oride mixtures
Our

of

benzene, and

results confirm that tumbling

mot'ions

dependence

2.

benzene

in the neat

such motions approach free

The observed temperature and concentration

of the vibrational relaxatìon rate supports the view

that an unusual relaxation
energy

of

limit, but suggest that,

dìlution with carbon tetrachloride,

rotor behaviour.

benzene-carbon

:

f iquìd are in the rotatjonal diffus'ion
upon

of

mechanism, such as

transfer, operates 'in

0n possìble refjnement

Cu%-CuHa

of the present

a v'ibration-to-vibration

interactions.

experiment:

is most ciearly required, is a reduction in
the stray f ight component of the measured depoìarjsed spectrum. The
The improvement v¡hich

'large stray I ight throughput that \^/as experienced, occasioned most

of the anaìysis problems encountered in the present work. bJe cons'ider
that our "Method (1)" analysis of depolarised spectra, cou'ld not have
faìled so abjectly in the

absence of

stray

light. In any case, it

in princìple, to remove stray light at the source,
than to compensate for it analytìcally after the fact. l,rle consider
that scrupu'lous design of the sample cell would be helpful in the
reduction of stray ìight. It should be recognised, however, that the
992 cmll line of benzene, because of its extreme polarisation,
presents as severe a stray light problem as would ever be encountered.
is

more

The

desirable

analytical

methods developed t'n

be sat'isfactory

present case.

the present work should therefore

in any other case, if they

perform acceptabìy

in the

90

An improvement

in resolution of the poìarísed spectra could be

if they were studied at reduced slit-widths. Ample
intensity is available to permit such a reduction. (Broad slits

effected,

in the present work to enable the applìcation of
(2)" anaìysis to the depolarised spectra; the polarised

were used

"[lethod

spectra were

of

secondary jnterest.

Finaìiy, it

r,¡ould be

)

helpfuì to extend the temperature

range

of the experiment by heat'ing sampìes above room temperature.
3. Proposaìs for further work:
It would be interesting to study reorientationai broadening
of the Rayleigh line, in order to Ínvestigate the'importance of
angular coöperative effects. Agreement vrith the Raman results
would indjcate that such effects were insignifìcant. Moreover, the
Ray'leigh line might provide a convenient means to study reorìentation
n d'ilute solutions, since the reduction in intensity with dilution
would not present the probìem it does in the study of the much
weaker Raman lines, and since dilution with a solvent of spherical
molecules might elíminate angu'lar coöperative effects.
Comparison

of

Raman

with infrared orìentatíonal broadening can

provide a test of whether reorjentatjonal motion

is diffusjve

in

nature.t
Raman

studies of additional vibrational modes, possjbly applying

the Rakov techniquee to depolarised lines,
the complete djffusion tensor of
txamination

to

determine

benzene.

of the reorientational

as CnH., in mixtures of these

ffiây be used

tlo

behaviour

of

CCI+, as wel I

species, rnight furnish'information

9l

their interactions. In particular, it nlight resoìve whether
"stick" or "s1ip" boundary condjtions are applicable. If the

about

former, one might expect rotatjonal hindrance between the
specìes

to

be nrutual, and

two

that the reorientational behaviour of

each

species should respond'in the same way to dilution with the other

species. If the latter, the presence of a CCìo molecule m'ight offer
steric hindrance to the reorientation of a neíghbouring
molecule, while reorientation

CnHn

of the more spherìcal CC1* moìecule

mìght proceed, indìfferent of the presence

of a CnHn molecule.

Finally, a theoretical modifìcation of the hydrodynamic model
under

"slip"

boundary

conditions, possibly via molecular

dynam'ics

calculations, would provide an opportunity for further interpretation

of the present results.
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9O IA. ISHIFT+{EDGE
92 ¡F {KG0.Ea.rl G3 T3
t¡R¡TE (612l8l
TRITE (6r2081 lS( I
Nl ' Nrl

00ô0

N2. NINIÀX
tlR ITE ( 6r 2ll

0

00 69

0070

IO2

lrI.lrNSLlTl

I

l,R¡TE 161208¡ {F( I )rI'NlrN2l

TO¿ CONTTNUE

D0 106 l=lrN{AX
F( Il = 0.
D0 103 J'l' T NS L I T

006 ó

0067
00åE

94

CHIS0 . C.
HRITE (6120{l

005 9

062
0063
0064
00ô5

N

KGo . I
KCUT . 0

0038
00{

I{AI

2L

¡¡rl+J

103 FtIt . F(¡t l S(Jt t Ff ¡Jl
IF {r{oDE.Ea.) ¡ G0 T0 2l

lD . ¡+¡A
IE . l+lB
0073
¡6 = l+IC
reT=KP(IGt+tP(NRÀR'l.l5HIFf)+lKP(ID}-KP(IEll
F(Il . F(t' Ì P(NQARtTPS{IF1
0075
20 DY . E(Il - F(ll
0076
G0 T0 l22tZL lr(G0
00?7
2L cHIsa = ;HISQ + U(I¡ + 0Y++Z
007E
007 r

oo7 2

0079
008

I

0c82
0083
0c8 4

0085

1086

00 87

008 6
008

I

0090
0091
0092
0093
00 94

0095
0096
0097
0098
009 9

0100

22

D0 104 K'lrNPAR

D0 104 J = I' NSL¡T

¡¡ r t + J
t DPf(¡IJ!
t04 D(Kl . D(K, Þ S(Jl 'rg
Z3
¡F il'l0DE.EO.l! G3
D(NQARI = PSHIFT
0tNRARt = PfìQARr+(KP(¡Dl-KPlIEll
23 DO 105 K'lrNR'AR
TlKl . flKl + hatll t 0Y È D(Kl
D0 105 J=Kr

l{RAR

B(KrJt . B(KrJl + H(ll * D(Jl + 0lKl
to6 ONTINJE
R-l
DO 6 I'lrl1A
nB . ¡ )l
00 6 J'tl3eNRÂR
ó B( Jrll 'Bll¡Jl
¡F rKG0.E0"rt 30 T0 108
00 107 I'I¡\RAR

105

D0 107 J'lrNRAR
107 8R(IrJl " Bll¡Jl

I

FORTR,À{

OIOI
0tc2

0103
010 4
010 5

0lc6
OIO?
0tc8
0lce
01t

0

0tl I
0l l2
0¡13
0l l4
0tt5
011ó
0l l7
0ll8

IY

G

TEIET
IO8

D0 7 I.lrNRÀì
Z p¡It = p(It+rttt

¡F

0134

.

I

SUI.I

G0 TC 24

*

P( NQAR ¡

tGo

CONTTNUE

¡F lHorE.Ea") ¡ GJ T0 tl
TfNQARI=SJTTT(NQAR¡
IF ((ABSITI\OÀR,I ¡¡.GT.ffESTfNAARI I I
KGO

'

013 5
013 6

t7 DT(Il 'SQRT(TlIll
IF il.toDE.Ea.)l G0 10

0r3I

I8

-

ITE ( 6r 2091
ITE I 6r 208 I (F( I l¡ I-lr{ltAXl
llR¡TE 16¡?O7 I
TR¡TE I6;2081 t E ( I lr I.1r NIIAX I
HR¡TE l6t2l2l
HR IlE l6t 2L?l
fR IfE l6t 2051 ITER¡ (P ( I lr I=lrNRAR
IRITE l6¡2L51 (Df(l )rI.lrNRAR,

014 4
5

014 6

0153

Ol54

l{R

13
201
202
203
¿04

ITE l6t2L1l

(l0Iôl
(lHt,?x'l{Hl¡9.
lHl r llXr 5HSH lFf I l,
f aH¡¡tÞr 13Xr {TJBKGDT llXr 9F:IIFRTNS'=eI?gT[!,'ltx'5HGAl'l¡la'9x'
F0Rr,laT
F0RHAT

F0Rl'lAT (l4Xr I ?t7Xt7tL4.7l

0tól

211 F0RflÀT

162

UIt

CALL EXIT
F0Rl'lAT (5I3r F5.31
FBRIIAT ( 6Fl¿. ô ¡

¿05
¿0ó
207
208
209

0

S

CONTINUE

015 ó
015 7
015 8
015 9

oL55

I

YRITE (6r2061 CHISA

147

0l(8
OII9
OI5O
0l5l
olr2

18

S'JI.IÈDT ( NQA

IR
IR

oL42

0

¡

CONTI NUE

0I4t
01{

GO TO 3

2

G0 T0 3
1Z CH¡SO = CHtSS+SUl{+SUl{/(FL0AT(N¡tÀX-NRARt
D0 l7 l.lrNRAR
"00
l6 J;l'NRÀR
16 T(Jl ' 0.
Tf ll ' l./SiJt+tz
D0 109 J'lrNRÀR
D0 109 K=IrNRÀR
t09 ElJrKl ' BR(JrK)
CALL S0LVEf\RARr(CUfl

013 9
014 0

f

95

24 Dg 15 I'lrNRAR
G0 f0 I5
¡F taBSlPlIl-ESTfIll.Lf.foLl¡¡l
P(Il . EST(Il'
I5 CONTINJE
TER, = ITER+I
.EO.Zt G0 T0 l2
IR¡TE l6o?Q5l ITERr(P(Il¡I'1¡NRARI
¡F tH0DE.EO.l I G0 rû I
PtNQARI . P({CÀRt/5Ull
IF I ITER-391 9r lL I2
D0 l0 I¡lrNRÀR

ll

013 2
013 3

(t{oDE. EO.I

PI NOAR,

0124
oL25

0130
0l3l

¡{

CÀLL S0LVE($lARr(CUtl
TF IKCUT.EO.I' GO TO 13

1O

012 6
012 7
012 E
012 9

ZL

I

CONTINJE

012 0
012 t

ot?2
ot23

I{A

ll tZC)/.t 5HCHISQrFZC.Sl
I I ILJXt 2IH0BSERvED DISTRtBUTI0N, l
F0RMAT ( 10Fla.6l
F0Rl'lAT I I lL)x,r 24HTHEBRETICA D ¡5TR IBUTI ON' I
F0RHAT

F0R,!AT

lt t tL)Xt33HF¡LTERED THEoRETICAL 0¡5TRl8UT¡0N/l
2t? F0Ri'lAT ll t l?)X¡Z?HFINAL PARAITETER YALUES I

FORTRAN
016 3

0ló4
016 5

0l óó

¡V G tEÚEL

00c 9
001 0
001 I

0012

0r3

00t

4

001 5
001 ó

I I t,) x,l{HNft- 0F IfERr NSr gXr 2HIUr llX;

I 3HAl{P¡l0Xr4{BKGDT IlXr lHlr llXr 5HSHIFT//
¿I4 FORHAT II I IgXI I2HTOTAL c0uNTs,F20.0t
2 t5 F0Rf{ÂT I I r?xo llHsT0" ERRBRST 3Xt7FL4.7t
¿tó FBR¡lÂT (¡3t

¡ú G LE'EL

s0[vE

2T

0UTINE SILVE{K'(CUT)
C0Hlt0N B{

l0'

I

lrPll0 }¡Tl t0 l¡ F( 500lrDP(10r5001

0

D0 l0 L.l¡K
D0 5 J.LrK
IF (IA8S(B(JrL
00 l3 l=LrK
' Bf Jr¡

rr).LT.l.cE-t5t c0 T0 5

Bf JrIl
B(LrIl
B(LrIl . C
I3 CONT¡NJE
C = TlJl
T(Jl ' Tf L)
Tf Ll =
G0105
5 CONTINUE

HR¡rE l6¡
. I

001?

KCUT

OOI

RE

8

301

ÍURN

001 9

0020
00¿

r

oo22
oo¿3
0024

o025
002ó
0027
00¿

I

002 9

0030

IF il{.3f.Kt 30 T0 I
7 J"l{rK
7 BltrJ¡'
-BlLrJl/BlL¡Ll
I T{
[{Ll
L I = T(Ll/B(LrLl
TF (II .GT.K¡ 3J T] I1
D0 9 I'l{r K
D0 9 J.11, K
B(IrJl'B(IrJ
l+B(L¡Jl*Bl I¡Ll
00 ló t.llrK
l6 T(ll . T(Il-B( I¡Ll+TlLl
D0

1C

CONTI NUE

LZ

ll . K-L+1
llA ' l{+l
D0 l¿ I =tlA¡ (
T(Hl . Tf t{t+TlI t+B(f{rll

L-2tK

o03z
003

3

003ó
003 5

0036
003

I

0039

2C CONTI NUE

30 f0Rr{aT
EIt

D

)

l¡

END

00c ¿
00c 3
000 4
00c 5
00

00c8

I{AIN

¿13 F0Rr{aT

0168

FOR RAN

2L

ttt2)b

15HHAÎR¡X S¡{GUtaRt

5HGAl{ËÀr

9x;

,f,ORTRål\¡

TV G

LEIEL 2I
SUBR0UTIXE ÊfAL(

o00t

C0l'llt0N

00c2

oor3

ooc4
o0c5

OoJó
c

c
c
c
c

0007
c

c
c
DP

o0l

2

o0l3

Ir

NPARTN)

10' I C I r P I l0 | r T( I 0 I r F I 50C I r DP ( 10r

50C I

rDPlKr I lr IS PARTIÂL 0ERIV. 0F UNC0NV0LUTED DISTR ¡SUT¡ON
FUNCT¡lx I.R.I. K'1H PARÀl{ETERT C0RRESP0NDING TO T+{€
VALUE 'JI OF fHE I{DEPENDE\lT VARIABLE

c

o0l¡

B(

9?

J . I-\
PI . 3.14159¿ 65
Cl " {J-p(llt**Z+pl?l++Zt q"
CSI = PIûCI++Z
IFI¡I' ¡S TdE VALUE OF THE UN:ONVOLUIED DISTRIEUTIl]N fUNC.I.IDNI
EVALUAf ED US ING CURRE\T PÂt'ÀitETER ESTIIt{ATEST CORRISPI]ND¡NG
TO THE YÀLUE !Jr {.I-Nl oF THE ¡NDEPENDENT vâRIASLI
P(2rfPt1ll 12.+PI+311+P(41
FtIl'

c

o010

EY AL

t

lr I

0Pl3rll
DPI{rIl
RETURN
END
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